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ABSTRACT
Characterization of the Factors that Influence Retained Austenite
Transformation in Q&P Steels via EBSD Analysis
Derrik David Adams
Department of Mechanical Engineering, BYU
Master of Science
Formable Advanced High-Strength Steels (AHSS) have a unique combination of strength
and ductility, making them ideal in the effort to lightweight vehicles. The AHSS in this study,
Quenched and Partitioned 1180, rely on the Transformation Induced Plasticity (TRIP) effect, in
which retained austenite (RA) grains transform to martensite during plastic deformation, providing
extra ductility via the transformation event. Understanding the factors involved in RA
transformation, such as local strain and grain attributes, is therefore key to optimizing the
microstructure of these steels. This research seeks to increase understanding of those attributes and
the correlations between microstructure and RA transformation in TRIP steels.
To measure local strain, the viability of using forescatter detector (FSD) images as the basis
for DIC study is investigated. Standard FSD techniques, along with an integrated EBSD / FSD
approach (Pattern Region of Interest Analysis System), are both analyzed. Simultaneous strain and
microstructure maps are obtained for tensile deformation up to around 6% strain. The method does
not give sub-grain resolution, and surface feature evolution prevents DIC analysis across large
strain steps; however, the data is easy to obtain and provides a natural set of complementary
information for the EBSD analysis.
In-situ tensile tests combined with EBSD allow RA grain and neighboring attributes to be
characterized and corresponding transformation data to be obtained. However, pseudo-symmetry
of the ferrite (BCC) and martensite (BCT) phases prevents EBSD from accurately identifying all
phases. Measuring the relative distortion of the crystal lattice, tetragonality, is one approach to
identifying the phases. Unfortunately, small errors in the pattern center can cause significant errors
in tetragonality measurement. Therefore, this research utilizes a new approach for accurate pattern
center determination using a strain minimization routine and applies it to tetragonality maps for
phase identification. Tetragonality maps based on dynamically simulated patterns result in the
most accurate maps and can also be used to predict approximate local carbon content.
Machine learning is then used on the collected data to isolate key attributes of RA grains
and provide a decision tree model to predict transformation based on those attributes. Among the
most relevant attributes found, RA grain area, RA grain shape aspect ratio, a “hardness” factor,
and major axis orientation are included. Possible correlations between these factors and
transformation improve understanding of relevant attributes and show the advantage that machine
learning can have in unravelling complex material behavior.
Keywords: electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD), digital image correlation (DIC), tetragonality,
pattern center, retained austenite, transformation induced plasticity (TRIP) steel
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INTRODUCTION

Motivation
In the current automotive industry, improving the fuel efficiency of vehicles is a major
objective. One of the main areas of focus to achieve such a goal is through lightweighting, or
making the vehicle itself lighter while still maintaining necessary strength and safety requirements.
While some attempts to do so involve using lighter materials such as magnesium or aluminum, a
major emphasis is on understanding and optimizing third generation advanced high-strength steels
(AHSS). These steels are promising due to their ideal combination of high strength and improved
ductility allowing safety and strength requirements to be met with less material. Thus, a lighter
vehicle can be produced with improved fuel efficiency simply by using a more advanced steel.
Recently, the development of Quenched and Partitioned (Q&P) steels [1-6] a particular type of
third generation AHSS, has proven to be quite promising for furthering lightweighting efforts.
Q&P steels are ideal because they maintain a high amount of retained austenite (RA) at room
temperature through a unique heat treating process. This process begins with the complete
austenitization of the steel at a high temperature and then proceeds with the quenching of the steel
below the martensite start temperature but above the martensite finish temperature. A final step of
partitioning the carbon from the supersaturated martensite to the remaining austenite by either
keeping it at the quench temperature (one-step) or raising the temperature slightly (two-step) is
then taken [2, 7, 8]. The increased amount of carbon in the retained austenite allows it to remain
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when the metal is then cooled to room temperature [9]. This high amount of metastable retained
austenite, which transforms to martensite when adequately strained, contributes significantly to
the resulting metal’s transformation induced plasticity (TRIP) effect. This effect allows it to have
both the necessary high strength as well as the high ductility properties that contribute to its ability
to be formed.
However, a thorough and complete understanding of the RA transition to martensite, which
gives high-strength TRIP steels in general their improved ductility, has yet to be firmly established.
Because the strength-ductility properties of the material theoretically rely on the TRIP effect, a
gradual transformation of the RA is assumed to be ideal. Too rapid of a transformation of all the
austenite does very little to improve the ductility of the steel, but no transformation of the RA has
the same effect [10].
While the general assumption is that a steady, rather than a rapid, transformation of the RA
is favorable, the exact method to obtain such a transformation is still to be determined. Ongoing
research in this area is currently being pursued though, and many factors have been found to play
a significant role in the stability, or likelihood, of RA to transform to martensite. These factors
include i) carbon content of the RA grains [10-18], (ii) RA grain size and morphology [10-15, 1722], (iii) crystallographic orientation [13, 17], (iv) and neighboring phases and grains [10, 11, 16,
17, 21-23]. An improved understanding of how these factors affect RA transformation will aid in
the development of accurate methods to model the TRIP effect and therefore allow the
optimization of the steels based on their application.
Local Strain via Digital Image Correlation
Strain induced transformation of RA is the primary focus of this research. Transformation
of RA is typically believed to occur as either stress-induced, where local stress concentrations act
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as nucleation sites, or as strain-induced, where stacking faults could become the nucleation sites
for martensite growth [24]. However, stress-induced transformation occurs below the RA yield
point, while strain-induced transformation takes place subsequent to yielding. Because it is desired
to extend the ductility of the material beyond yield, the focus of this study is then on strain-induced
transformation. And since transformation happens on the grain level, it is desirous to obtain local
strain measurements to enable the characterization of plastic deformation associated with
transformation.
The study of plastic deformation of metals has benefitted from numerous experimental
campaigns focused on evolution of strain and microstructure. In-situ experiments that
simultaneously track both types of behavior are particularly valuable, but are often costly to
perform. Recent advances in micro-digital image correlation (DIC) have enabled in-situ
experiments with increasingly high strain-mapping resolution. Some of these techniques also allow
the simultaneous capture of EBSD information, and related orientation data. Such combined data
sets are invaluable in guiding and validating deformation models, such as crystal plasticity finite
element analysis (CPFEA). As part of this research, the potential for using forescatter detection
(FSD) images, obtained using an FSD detector, or using the EBSD software itself, as the basis for
DIC analysis of in-situ experiments is assessed. The simplicity and ease of obtaining such data
would compensate for potential drawbacks in terms of resolution and limited range of strain in
many deformation studies.

Tetragonality Based Phase Identification
Key to analyzing microstructural behavior of almost any steel is the ability to distinguish
phases from one another. The case of characterizing austenite transformation and the many related
factors involved is no exception. While Q&P steels have relatively simple microstructures,
3

consisting of martensite, ferrite, and RA, the neighboring phase effects on transformation are
important to understand and require accurate identification of each phase.
With the advances in electron backscatter diffraction, phase characterization of steels and
other metals has become a straightforward process. However, one of the greatest challenges, and
sought-after capabilities, is the ability to differentiate between martensite and ferrite within steels.
As is commonly known, ferrite has a body centered cubic (BCC) crystal structure and martensite
has a body centered tetragonal (BCT) crystal structure. The difference between these two
structures is a small “strain” in the c-axis, referred to as tetragonality, of the BCT structure due to
interstitial carbon atoms (see Figure 1-1). Currently, standard EBSD software cannot determine
the level of tetragonality or the direction of the c-axis, making EBSD alone insufficient for directly
distinguishing ferrite from martensite with any degree of certainty.

Figure 1-1: Tetragonality (stretch) of BCT crystal caused by carbon atoms occupying interstitial
sites.
Using high-resolution EBSD (HR-EBSD), strains within the crystal lattice can be measured.
Because tetragonality is essentially a “pseudo-strain” within the BCC crystal structure, it can
therefore be measured using HR-EBSD. Utilizing this approach to measure tetragonality, a method
of distinguishing between ferrite and martensite is expanded upon as part of this research to
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eventually further the characterization capabilities required to thoroughly understand RA
transformation.

Attributes Influencing RA Transformation
The complexity of the parameters surrounding austenite transformation has proven to be too
complicated and interrelated to find any applicable trends easily. As mentioned earlier, many past
studies have been undertaken to attempt to identify and track trends surrounding RA grain
attributes and their stability, or likelihood, of transformation. While many studies agree on some
of the key factors, not all come to the same conclusion regarding the role of each. Some of the
main factors include carbon content of RA grains, RA grain size and morphology, crystallographic
orientation, and neighboring phases and grains; each of which is discussed briefly.

1.4.1

Carbon Content
The formation of TRIP steels relies on the diffusion of carbon into different phases,

meaning that the actual amount of carbon in RA varies from grain to grain, but typically is 6-9
times the nominal carbon concentration [10, 25]. Past reports have found the actual level of carbon
in the RA grain to be related to how stable it is. In general, a higher carbon content corresponds to
higher stability [12, 16, 22, 26], meaning the RA has a lower propensity to transform. However,
while this is the general consensus, not all research agrees. In an article by Xiong, et al. [18], it
was concluded that lower carbon content grains are actually more stable since they transformed
less than the high carbon RA grains. It should be noted though, that this conclusion came after
comparing transformation of RA grains of varying carbon contents at a small strain of only 2%.
Nevertheless, this discrepancy is certainly cause for a more in-depth look at the effect of carbon
content on RA stability.
5

1.4.2

Grain Size and Morphology
The size of the RA grain in relation to its stability is one of the most ubiquitous attributes

characterized in relation to transformation. Some studies have concluded that there is an “optimum”
size for the RA grains to be: approximately 0.1μm to 1.0μm [10, 25]. RA grains larger than
approximately 1μm are considered “large” and typically transform faster than smaller RA grains,
meaning that they are less stable and contribute very little, if at all, to the desirable TRIP effect
[10, 13, 22, 25, 26]. However, the same conclusion can be drawn for RA grains that are too small.
Grains typically smaller than approximately 0.1μm, require a significant amount of strain to
transform to martensite or do not transform at all [13]. This means that RA grains that are too small
will also not contribute to the TRIP effect. Thus, the “optimum” size of RA grains allows a
distribution of grain sizes where the transformation of RA to martensite should occur over a larger
strain, improving the ductility of the metal.
In addition to size, a grain’s morphology has also shown to play a significant role in RA
stability. In general, there are two main types of RA that are analyzed, each with a different stability:
film-like/lamellar and blocky/globular. In one article it is reported that the film-like, lamellar RA
transforms sooner and has lower stability than the blocky, globular RA[13]. However, this is
contrary to many other articles that report lamellar RA to be more stable than the globular RA [10,
12, 16, 20, 25, 26]. Diego-Calderon, et al. reported that at 12.5% plastic strain most of the globular
RA had transformed, but much of the lamellar RA remained [20]. This data agrees with that
presented by Shen, et al. who stated that film-like RA was stable up to about 12% strain [16].
Additionally, it was further confirmed that the globular RA was less stable by Chiang et al. who
studied an aluminum-alloyed TRIP steel. In his findings, almost all of the “equiaxed,” or globular,
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RA had transformed by 10% strain while only 80% of the lamellar RA ever transformed [10]. It is
clear that morphology affects RA transformation, but the findings thus far are still inconclusive.

1.4.3

Crystallographic Orientation
Orientation of the individual RA grains with respect to the loading direction and its role in

transformation has been analyzed, but is less prominent in the literature. In two studies, orientation
was studied using a type of transformation potential based on crystallographic planes [13, 17]. The
Schmid factor, which describes the relative ease that slip occurs within grains, was used for one
[17] and a calculated transformation potential was used in the other [13]. However, it was shown
that these numerical quantities, designed to aid in predicting transformation, did not have
consistent results in all cases. Regardless, the orientation of the grains is still believed to play a
role in transformation. As such, part of this research attempts to use the Taylor Factor, a number
that describes the propensity of a crystal to slip similar to the Schmid factor, to further characterize
properties of RA grains related to their stability.

1.4.4

Neighboring Phases and Grains
The stability of RA is also affected by neighboring phases, which of course differ

depending on the type of TRIP steel being studied. That being said, the general principles tend to
be the same. RA surrounded by harder phases, such as martensite or bainite, has higher stability
due to the harder phase “shielding” the softer RA phase [10, 16, 18]. This increase in stability is
likely caused by the suppression of RA expansion required for transformation by the harder,
surrounding phase that would have to deform first, which would require higher stress levels [18].
Unfortunately, this is not a unanimous finding. Other research claims that the harder phases
propagate strain to the RA directly, causing it to transform quicker than it normally would [22].
7

Additionally, a higher amount of fresh martensite (martensite formed after the initial quench) in
the metal limits the strain accommodating capacity of the tempered martensite, which causes
additional stress concentrations that make RA transform quicker [27]. Thus, while it is obvious
that surrounding phases play a critical role in the stability of the RA, it is still uncertain as to their
exact influence.

Characterization of RA Attributes via Machine Learning
The complexity of the parameters surrounding austenite transformation have proven to be
too complicated and interrelated to find any applicable trends easily, as noted by the many
discrepancies noted previously. Such discrepancies do not necessarily insinuate any of the studies
were done incorrectly though, as there may be other factors involved that were not taken into
account. Rather, the various results obtained present an ideal case for the application of machine
learning to find and track trends within the convoluted transformation data that humans cannot.
Machine learning has been rapidly growing as a tool to study and track trends of large
datasets in applications related to materials science [28-31]. There are many different algorithms
for machine learning approaches, and the number continues to increase as capabilities and datasets
expand. Some of the more well-known methods include techniques such as decision tree classifiers
[31], neural networks [32], and “lazy” instance based learning using nearest neighbors [33]. One
of the more basic approaches is the decision tree classifier, which is a supervised method of
machine learning that requires a defined class, or outcome, based on a given set of attributes. One
of the main benefits of a decision tree is that it produces an actual decision structure that can be
viewed and interpreted by the user. In other words, it does not just produce a “black box” in which
data goes in and predictions come out. The simplicity and interpretability of this approach makes
it ideal for this study.
8

Specifically, this study applies machine learning, via a decision tree classifier, to
transformation data collected via in-situ EBSD tensile tests as a means to predict transformation
and identify key properties of austenite grains such as size, shape, Taylor factor, etc. and other
possible factors such as local strain levels, surrounding phases, etc. that influence RA
transformation.

Objective
The complexity of RA transformation makes it difficult to identify all factors involved in
the process. Because of this, most studies previously performed focus on those factors that are
readily available, such as size and shape. In this research, the factors influencing transformation
are expanded to include not only the common attributes of RA grains, but using micro-DIC via
FSD images as well as improved methods of phase identification for multi-phase steels, local strain
and neighboring phase information are included as well. The result is a significant amount of data
too large for manual identification of trends as related to transformation. Therefore, the relatively
new approach of machine learning is used to analyze all of the data collected and identify key
attributes of RA grains in relation to transformation and provide a basic model to predict that
transformation. Isolating these attributes will allow for further optimization of these advanced
steels by providing a more comprehensive understanding of the key elements surrounding RA
transformation.

9

2

DIGITAL IMAGE CORRELATION FOR LOCAL STRAIN

Introduction
The study of plastic deformation of metals has benefitted from numerous experimental
campaigns focused on evolution of strain and microstructure. In-situ experiments that
simultaneously track both types of behavior are particularly valuable, but are often costly to
perform. Recent advances in micro-digital image correlation (DIC) have enabled in-situ
experiments with increasingly high strain-mapping resolution. Some of these techniques also allow
the simultaneous capture of EBSD information, and related orientation data. Such combined data
sets are invaluable in guiding and validating deformation models, such as crystal plasticity finite
element analysis (CPFEA). In this paper, the potential for using forescatter detection (FSD) images,
obtained using an FSD detector or using the EBSD software itself, as the basis for DIC analysis of
in-situ experiments is assessed. The simplicity and ease of obtaining such data would compensate
for potential drawbacks in terms of resolution and limited range of strain in many deformation
studies.
In the context of deformation studies, digital image correlation relies upon the ability of
image processing software to identify features on the surface of a sample, and track those features
during different strain paths. A series of images of a progressively deformed sample may be taken,
and cross-correlation techniques used to identify the position of a given feature from one image to
the next. The resultant relative motion of the features within a ‘facet’, or subregion, is assessed in
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order to map strain across the surface [34]. For effective DIC, the surface features would ideally
be random, unique, and have a broad range of intensity levels with high contrast.
A common approach to providing the required feature map on a sample surface is to use a
speckle pattern. This ensures a random distribution of dots of varying size with high contrast.
However, the resulting feature size and spacing defines the spatial resolution limit of the method.
Finer particles, such as ink-toner, can be used to obtain features with sizes on the order of 10µm
or less [35]. However, nanometer sized features are required to obtain resolution of the same order
as grain sizes in typical metals. At the nanometer length-scale, the DIC framework is typically
referred to as micro or high resolution DIC.
There have been several different approaches to produce surface patterning sufficient for
DIC on the micro-DIC scale. Particles of various types have been deposited on the sample surface
to obtain random, isotropic and high contrast SEM images (see the excellent review in [36, 37]).
One particularly successful technique uses a speckle pattern of colloidal silica particles to provide
the necessary features [38, 39]. However, an issue that has been reported for particle-based feature
application is that the particles can often cluster together, making the achievement of an even
feature map difficult. Furthermore, since the particles are often not bonded to the surface, they
may move from their initial position during deformation, causing false strains to be reported as the
movement of those points does not reflect the movement of the sample. This can be particularly
prevalent at high strains.
A further obstacle presented by these approaches is faced when trying to obtain micro-strain
and microstructural information simultaneously. Because these patterning methods deposit microparticles on the surface, they obscure regions of the sample surface when EBSD scans are taken
[40], precluding the procurement of full EBSD maps. While particles could be removed and
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reapplied between strain steps, this can become a tedious process, and results in new reference
feature images for each strain step. Recently, transparent microstamping has been used to avoid
this issue by providing a pattern on the surface for DIC that is essentially invisible to higher energy
EBSD, but it currently does not obtain micro-level strain data [41]. A technique for self-assembling
gold particles can overcome some of the clumping / dispersion issues, but at the expense of making
simultaneous EBSD even more difficult (Kammers & Daly, 2013). A particularly successful
attempt to combine both micro-DIC and EBSD measurements involves generation of a pattern by
vapor-assisted remodeling of deposited gold films [42]. Such an approach yields excellent
resolution – far beyond what is aimed for in the current paper; but may not be available to many
groups working in this area; furthermore, the remodeling process does reduce the EBSD quality
somewhat.
One alternative method that does not involve applying particles to the sample surface to
obtain micro-level strain relies upon etching the sample. Etching has previously been shown to
produce high contrast SEM images that can then be utilized for image correlation, which works
well for materials with fine microstructural features, such as steel, but is more limited for other
materials [43-46]. However, after etching the surface of the sample, the quality of results obtained
from EBSD microscopy is generally too low to be used to obtain microstructure information at the
same time as micro-strain. Another alternative technique relies on diffraction data from EBSD to
estimate local strains [47]. By plotting the misorientation of the points within an EBSD scan, it
was found that areas of strain localization could be determined, where regions of high
misorientation correspond to higher strains. Additionally, image quality maps were also used to
find higher-strain regions since lower image quality can often times be correlated with residual
strain. However, both IQ and misorientation maps were incapable of reporting any magnitudes for
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the strains. A recent detailed study by Fonseca et al. using high-resolution DIC also demonstrates
poor correlation between misorientation and strain levels following deformation [48].
This paper seeks to evaluate the use of FSD in tandem with EBSD to provide synchronized
strain and microstructure data. FSD is a strong candidate for obtaining relatively high contrast
images to use in DIC, as forescatter detection interacts with the specimen at a shallow angle, which
produces FSD images that show different structural attributes such as topography, orientation, and
composition [49]. No prior preparation or processing (as is required for surface patterning or
etching) is required beyond that requisite for EBSD, and EBSD data can be obtained
simultaneously. However, there are different methods of sample preparation for EBSD, two of
which are standard mechanical polishing and electro-polishing. Both methods have been used
previously by the researchers in other work and varying sample surface finishes were observed.
Therefore, both techniques were studied in the hopes of determining a preferred method to obtain
optimal FSD images for DIC.
Two alternative approaches for obtaining FSD images are also assessed. First is the
traditional method that uses an FSD detector inside the electron microscope and the second is a
relatively new technique available from EDAX’s OIM Analysis v7 or later, called PRIAS [49].
PRIAS, the acronym for Pattern Region of Interest Analysis System, maps the averaged intensity
within a given subregion, selected from a 3x3 grid of regions of interest (ROI) on the EBSD
patterns, across the entire sample to create virtual FSD images. This can be done live during an
EBSD scan or on saved patterns afterwards. The PRIAS approach is convenient for several reasons.
First, it does not require the addition of an FSD detector, which increases costs and can often times
interfere with the phosphor screen when acquiring EBSD scans. Second, it does not require taking
an additional FSD image to be taken, and the resultant PRIAS ‘FSD’ images directly correspond
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with other EBSD scans (such as IPF and IQ maps, etc. [50]), allowing them to be overlaid for
further analysis. The PRIAS images can then be plugged into DIC software for strain analysis. The
potential for obtaining useful strain maps using such an approach is assessed, and compared with
the maps derived from standard FSD.

Method
Table 2-1: Q&P Chemical Composition (Wt%)
Supplier
BAO

2.2.1

Grade
1180 Q&P –
Uncoated

C
0.19

Mn
2.8

Si
1.6

Sample Preparation
The material used in this study was a Quenched & Partitioned (Q&P) 1180 steel provided

by BAO Steel. Not only does such a steel provide a rich microstructure for observation using the
FSD approach, but the study of strain localization may provide new insights into the TRIP effect
that modifies the deformation behavior. The original sheet had a nominal thickness of 1.2mm and
the chemical composition shown in Table 2-1. Dog-bone shaped tensile specimens, with gauge
length of 10mm and width of 2mm, were cut from the sheet keeping the tensile axis parallel to the
rolling direction. Due to the force limitations of the in-situ tensile stage used in this study, it was
required that the dog-bone samples be ground down to approximately 0.4mm thickness, which was
done using 60 grit polishing paper. Once final thickness was obtained, the samples were
subsequently polished to a grit size of 1200 fine following standard mechanical procedures on the
side not previously ground down. Each sample was then polished to a final state using either
electro-polishing or further mechanical polishing. For electro-polished samples, a solution of
125ml methanol, 75ml Butanol and 25ml Perchloric acid, kept at 10°C [51], was used and samples
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were polished at approximately 20V and 1.0A for 24 seconds. The mechanically polished samples
were simply polished using further standard practices and a final polish of 0.05µm colloidal silica.
Subsequent to polishing, fiducial marks were made on the gauge length of the samples
using either a Vickers nano-indenter to create an array of points, or a Focused Ion-Beam (FIB) to
mill distinguishing features on the surface of the sample. This allowed the same area to be found
easily and quickly for multiple FSD images and EBSD scans that were taken at different strain
steps. These fiducial marks can be seen in the images throughout the paper.

2.2.2

Performing EBSD Scans & FSD Images
Samples were mounted on a custom-built, in-situ tensile stage and scanned using an S-FEG

XL30 FEI microscope. EBSD patterns and FSD images were collected using TSL’s OIM Data
Collection v. 7. FSD images were acquired at magnifications of either 8,000× or 20,000×.
Because the FSD detector was located on the bottom of the phosphor screen used to collect
EBSD patterns, both EBSD and FSD data were acquired on a sample tilted for optimal EBSD
analysis. The FSD images obtained were tilt corrected using a MATLAB script so that they would
provide an undistorted surface image that could be compared directly to the EBSD and PRIAS
images. The EBSD scan parameters included an accelerating voltage of 20kV, working distance
of ~17mm, tilt angle 70°, binning 8x8, exposure 8.1, gain 300, and step size 0.08µm. The FSD
images taken at the same microscope settings were found to have reasonable contrast for
subsequent DIC. While the images obtained in this manner were sufficient for this study, further
optimization of EBSD and FSD images might be achievable with modified settings [49]. Since
EBSD scans (with saved patterns) take significantly longer to acquire than an FSD image, the
selected EBSD scan area in each case was smaller than the area imaged by FSD. After the initial,
unstrained EBSD scan and FSD image were obtained, the sample was strained axially in regular
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displacement increments. In between each strain increment, the desired area to scan/image was
relocated using the fiducial marks and another EBSD scan and FSD image were taken. This process
(i.e. strain the sample, then image with FSD, then scan with EBSD) was repeated until the sample
failed or until image quality of the scans degraded too much to get reliable EBSD patterns, either
due to carbon deposition by the electron beam or surface deformation due to strain.
Microstructural information was then analyzed using EDAX’s OIM Analysis software
version 8.0. Additionally, PRIAS images were created within OIM Analysis using the collected
EBSD scan files and saved patterns, with the central subregion for PRIAS selected to average
intensity over.

2.2.3

Image Correlation & Strain Mapping
After acquiring a series of FSD images at different strain steps (using both traditional FSD

and PRIAS), the images were aligned and cropped to correct sample shift and rotation, resulting
in the largest possible common area for insertion into the DIC software. The DIC software used in
this study was the open source MATLAB program, NCORR [52]. Because the samples were
pulled in tension in the x-direction, 𝜀𝜀𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 strains were of most interest, and are the only strains

reported throughout the paper – reported as Lagrangian strains by NCORR.

To perform DIC, FSD images were loaded into NCORR and a reference/seed point was
chosen, and parameters for subset radius and spacing selected. In NCORR, ‘subset’ is the term
commonly referred to as ‘facet’ in common DIC terminology, and is the local region that is being
tracked; the radius indicates the size of that region and the spacing is the distance between centers
of adjacent subsets (see Figure 2-1). Parameters for subset size, or radius, and subset spacing can
be guided by two basic rules for image correlation described in [34]. They indicate that speckles
or features, should contain a minimum of 3x3 pixels, and that subsets should contain at least 3x3
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speckles. This implies a minimum subset size of around 24 pixels, but most likely significantly
larger, depending upon the feature size.

Figure 2-1: Image showing a subset, or facet, in NCORR. The size of the lighter circle is the
subset radius and the spacing is shown in the magnified image.
Smoothing and coarsening of the DIC strain maps can be done by increasing or decreasing
the subset radius. A large subset radius smooths the area of high strain and reduces noise or
variability but reduces the resolution of the method. Ideally, a spatial resolution smaller than the
grain size is desired. More information about selecting the best subset radius and other parameters
is available in the NCORR manual [53].
Various correlation algorithms are employed in the software to identify areas before and
after deformation and measure the relative displacements. These algorithms and methods are
described by Pan et. al [54, 55]. As Image correlation relies on good local contrast, the contrast
throughout the series is adjusted to be similar so that the feature remains distinct and identifiable
[56].
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In order to determine the resolution of the DIC method, without surface modification due
to deformation, additional FSD scans were taken on an undeformed sample. The sample stage was
moved by a nominal 1µm in the x-direction. The displacements and strains calculated by NCORR
were then compared to the known displacement and expected zero strain.

2.2.4

Nominal vs Actual Strain
The target (or ‘nominal’) strain for each strain step in the tensile tests was generally not

representative of the actual strain, due to slippage in the grips, or regional differences in strain.
Hence, a crude DIC (similar to the ‘digital extensometer’ available in commercial DIC software)
was performed using a few distinct features at the extremes of the region of interest to determine
what is referred to in this paper as the “local strain” in the tensile direction, or x-direction, for each
area consisting of an entire FSD image. The ROIs typically contained hundreds of grains, with a
reasonably homogeneous strain distribution at the ROI scale, and an average strain that was
consistently below the target strain. Pixel locations of obvious features in the FSD image at each
strain state were found, trying to keep pairs as parallel as possible to the loading direction, and the
change in distance between pairs of features at each strain state was used to calculate actual strain.
This gave an estimated local strain that could be compared later to the average strain value of all
the points in the NCORR DIC results. Figure 2-2 shows the general trend of the average ROI strain
seen in all samples – it follows a similar path to the target strain; in general, the local strain is lower
than the target.

Results and Discussion
Standard FSD images were initially used to perform DIC on the electropolished and
mechanically polished samples, using NCORR. The electro-polished and mechanically polished
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Figure 2-2: Average local strain values compared to the target strain.
sample preparation techniques led to distinctive surface topographies, with a significant potential
impact on the FSD and DIC results. An initial indicator of the difference in topographical
complexity between the two samples is the size of jpeg files created from the data. After removing
features such as the indentation area from the maps, a typical mechanically polished image was
12% larger (in terms of computer memory) than the electropolished image (of the same physical
dimension). Since the compression used by jpeg formats is highly dependent upon image
complexity, the mechanically polished samples exhibit a more complex topography. An indicator
of the feature size (a key parameter that determines DIC resolution) can be gained by taking the
non-directional 2-point statistics. The 8000x images for both polishing techniques were analyzed
(after cutting out the indent regions from the images).
Feature size was approximated as the diameter of the central peak of the 2-point
autocorrelation of the greyscale image with itself

[57, 58]. The non-directional 2-point

autocorrelation was taken, and the radius at which the initial peak dropped below 10% of its
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original value was determined (Figure 2-3). This value was 4µm for the electropolished sample,
and 1 µm for the mechanically polished samples. While these numbers do not quantify the
resolution of the DIC approach on these images, they do indicate that the features associated with
extreme greyscale values are generally significantly finer for the mechanically polished sample,
and likely to lead to higher resolution DIC results.
It should be noted that the FSD feature positioning on the sample is not random; high
contrast features generally align with microstructure characteristics, such as grain boundaries and
precipitates. If the deformation behavior is localized at these features, for example, then evolution
of the features may not reflect evolution of the bulk of the sample. This may not be such a severe
issue if sub-grain strain mapping is not expected.

Figure 2-3: Normalized non-directional 2-point autocorrelations for greyscale 8000x images from
mechanical and electropolished samples. The x-axis is in microns; the y axis is in arbitrary units.
2.3.1

DIC Performance on Undeformed Sample
NCORR’s capability to track a feature and measure its corresponding displacement was

tested by taking FSD images (using the same microscope positions and settings as all later samples)
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before and after applying a nominal displacement of 1µm in the x-direction on an undeformed
sample. NCORR provided the displacement map shown in Figure 2-4a. Displacement measured
by NCORR is reported in number of pixels, and in this case the average pixel displacement was
34.03, which corresponds to 0.94µm. As can be seen, there is a slight gradient to the displacement
results from left to right. The sample report in Figure 2-4 was mounted on a regular microscope
stub, and may have suffered from some twist of the sample relative to the beam direction. Such
gradients were not seen in the deformed samples, which were located in an in-situ stage.

Figure 2-4: Displacement data calculated by NCORR a series of FSD images with known
displacement (1µm). (a) X-Displacement map where units are in pixels. Based on the FSD images
acquired, ~36 pixels is equivalent to 1µm. (b) Distribution plot of displacement data for the map
in (a). Average displacement is 34.04 pixels with standard deviation 0.49.
While there may be other explanations, the gradient highlights some of the distortion issues
that arise in SEM microscopy. Nolze discuss these issues specifically for EBSD analysis, and
concluded that the distortion issues for the types of maps generated in this paper should be
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manageable with careful implementation [59]. Note that two identical images were run through
NCORR to obtain a displacement map in order to identify any noise introduced by the software.
As expected, the displacement reported was zero for every point tracked by the software. The
gradient and other local noise found in Figure 2-4a. does not follow the same behavior as the strain
hotspots found in the deformed samples, below, and is of significantly lower magnitude, as
indicated by the strain calculations for this dataset.
Figure 2-4b shows the distribution of the resulting strain values; this distribution is typical
for DIC analysis [60]. The standard deviation of 0.4% strain is strongly influenced by the gradient
in the displacement data, but does indicate that measured strain levels below this value may have
a significant noise component.
In the following sections we consider the deformed DIC results. Initial comparisons
between the different polishing techniques are performed at low strain levels, where there are no
noise issues introduced by surface topography evolution. Even for these low applied strain values,
the strain hotspots are significantly above the noise threshold indicated above. Higher strains are
considered later in the paper.

2.3.2

Electro-Polished Sample
For the electro-polished sample, FSD images at 8,000× and 20,000× magnification were

taken in order to study the related roles of sample feature size and microscope resolution settings.
Furthermore, the sensitivity of DIC map resolution to strain level was investigated by taking maps
at three strain levels for one set of images. Three consecutive FSD images at 20,000× were
acquired at 0%, 0.03%, and 0.4% local strain (the average tensile strain in the x-direction as
determined by the digital extensometer approach, as explained earlier), respectively, and two
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images at 8,000× were acquired at the 0% and 0.4% strain states. The magnification of 8,000×
provided a resolution of 22.7nm/pixel while the 20,000× images had a resolution of 9nm/pixel.
Figure 2-5 illustrates implementation of the selected NCORR parameter settings for the
higher resolution images, with a subset radius and spacing setting that result in good spatial
resolution without creating too much noise. The resultant strain map indicates a realistic
distribution of strain localization (with ~45o shear bands), with an average NCORR strain of 0.0%
and 0.36% that compares favorably with the average local strains of 0.03% and 0.4%, respectively.
The map at lower strain illustrates that the key features of the strain morphology are present even
at low strain levels. This is important to note for the comparison with mechanical polishing samples,
where we are comparing results at somewhat different local strain levels, due to the difficulty with
hitting the exact same local strain level; the tests on the electropolished sample indicate that the
resolution for the samples should not be affected dramatically by the difference in strain levels.
Figure 2-6 illustrates the drop in resolution by applying the same DIC parameters used for
the 20,000× images to the 8,000× images (Figure 2-6c). The DIC subset size in the two cases
increases from 0.65 µm to 1.6 µm., respectively; hence, not surprisingly, a significantly lower
resolution map is obtained. While an exact ‘resolution’ is difficult to extract from the images, the
spacing between bands in the 20,000x map is approximately 1.8 µm, while it is 3.9 µm in the
8,000x map. However, by modifying the parameters to increase the DIC resolution (accomplished
by lowering the subset spacing) to accommodate the lower resolution image, a map similar to that
generated for the higher resolution image is derived (approximate band spacing of 2.0 µm, Figure
2-6d; compare with Figure 2-5e). If the subset spacing is reduced for the 20,000x image, a marginal
decreasing in spacing between observable bands, to 1.3 µm is achieved, indicating that this is likely
the resolution of the method. Once the microscope resolution is below the feature size, the DIC
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Figure 2-5: Series of FSD images at 20,000x on electro-polished sample with corresponding strain
map through image correlation (triangle is indent). Subset radius is 36 & subset spacing is 4. (a)
Unstrained FSD image (b) 0.03% local strain (c) 0.4% local strain (d) 𝜀𝜀𝑥𝑥 NCORR strain map at
0.03% local strain (e) 𝜀𝜀𝑥𝑥 NCORR strain map at 0.4% local strain.

resolution is then limited by the feature size. For this material, the 8000× images appear to capture

the features that are present to almost the same level as the 20,000 images, while allowing a larger
area to be analyzed.
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Figure 2-6: DIC results of FSD images taken at 8,000x on electro-polished sample (triangle is
indent). (a) & (b) are original FSD images cropped to the same area as 20,000x images at 0% and
0.4% local strain. (c) εx NCORR DIC strain results produced using the same subset radius and
spacing (36 and 4 respectively). (d) εx NCORR DIC strain results using a smaller subset spacing
of 1.
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2.3.3

Mechanically Polished Sample
As mentioned above, the mechanically polished samples displayed a distinctly different

surface from the electro-polished surfaces. The topography revealed by FSD appears to follow
grain / phase boundaries more closely, with a finer feature size. Figure 2-7 shows consecutive FSD
images for a mechanically polished sample taken at 8,000× magnification. The images correspond
to local strain steps of 0% and 0.68% respectively, and the related DIC strain maps are also shown.
Similar to the electro-polished samples, the contrast and etched surface provide sufficient detail
for DIC to track local strain. Moreover, despite the apparent finer feature size resulting from the
mechanical polish, using the same parameters as for the electropolished sample, NCORR DIC
provides a strain map of comparable resolution for the mechanically polished sample at 8,000× as
the electro-polished sample at 8,000×. The distance between bands of peak strain were measured
to be 3.6 µm for the subset spacing of 4 pixels (cf. 3.9 µm for electropolished), and 2.1 µm for the
subset spacing of 1 pixel (cf. 2.0 µm for electropolished). Hence, while the visual appearance of
the electropolished sample is smoother, correlating with the wider central peak of the
autocorrelation graph (Figure 2-3), the initial slope of the peak is similar to the mechanically
polished graph, for the first micron; and this appears to be the critical length scale for the DIC
feature identification.
It should be noted that one possible explanation for the thinner bands resulting from the
subset spacing of 1 is that two neighboring subsets may lie within a single featureless grain,
resulting in an apparent low strain in this region. This would result in the more significant local
undulations in strain compared with the smoother results for subset spacing of 4. The results from
the subset spacing of 4 correlate reasonably well with previously published DIC data for the same
material, in terms of local band characteristics [61]. The local strain hotspots also appear to
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correlate with ferrite regions bordering martensite, as in the Ruggles paper. As a further validation
of the strain maps, average strain values from NCORR were 0.88% and 1.07%, respectively,
compared with carefully measured local strain values of 0.68% and 1.08% respectively.

Figure 2-7: Series of FSD images at 8,000x on mechanically polished sample with corresponding
strain map through image correlation (white triangle is fiducial indent). Subset radius is 36 and
subset spacing is 4. Direction of loading is in the x-direction. (a) Unstrained FSD image (b) 0.68%
local strain (c) εx NCORR strain map at 0.68% with subset radius of 36 and subset spacing 4 (d)
εx NCORR strain map at 0.68% with subset radius of 36 and subset spacing of 1.
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2.3.4

PRIAS FSD Imaging
The effectiveness of the different types of FSD images were compared only on the

electropolished samples. Since the step size of the EBSD map underlying the PRIAS images was
0.08µm, the resultant images have a resolution of 80nm per pixel. This compares with 22.7nm per
pixel for the 8000x FSD images – i.e. ~1/4 of the spatial resolution. Figure 2-8 illustrates the results
of a typical NCORR DIC analysis on PRIAS images, while also highlighting the potential for
mapping grain boundaries and orientation data on the same maps. This type of capability is one
significant advantage of the PRIAS approach, making it an attractive option for combined
microstructure / deformation studies.

Figure 2-8: Overlays of strain map, IPF grain map, and grain boundary map for Q&P 1180 steel
showing potential application of DIC at the grain level. (a) PRIAS image at 3.4% nominal strain.
(b) εx strain map at 3.4% strain with grains outlined. (c) Corresponding IPF grain map of the same
region.
Several small sub-areas of the strain map in Figure 2-8 have data missing, usually
indicating that the features in the given area do not have high enough contrast, or that there is a
significant change in feature ‘shadowing’ between strain steps. However, this affects only a small
percentage of the map. The overall correlation between the average DIC strain and the local (ROI)
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measured strain is good, where the local average x-direction strain from NCORR is 3.1% and local
strain measured by the manual digital extensometer is 3.3%.

2.3.5

Traditional FSD vs PRIAS FSD
PRIAS and 8,000x FSD images from the same EBSD scan were both run through NCORR

DIC to determine whether the DIC information was of the same quality; the resulting strain maps
are shown in Figure 2-9.

Figure 2-9: Comparison of strain maps from PRIAS images and normal FSD images at 8,000x.
Both produce similar strain maps showing each as a viable method. Subset radius is 36 & subset
spacing is 1. (a) Unstrained PRIAS image. (b) PRIAS at 3.3% local strain. (c) 𝜀𝜀𝑥𝑥 NCORR strain
map for PRIAS image. (d) Unstrained FSD image. (e) FSD at 3.3% local strain. (f) 𝜀𝜀𝑥𝑥 NCORR
strain map for FSD image.
While the general strain is quite similar between the two image types, the PRIAS appears
to have slightly better resolution. The PRIAS had band spacing of 2.1µm and the FSD was 2.4µm.
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However, the improved resolution in strain map does not match the approximately 4x increase in
image resolution. Since many grains are smaller than the measured average strain band spacing,
one would expect significantly finer strain map features than the measured ones. Hence it appears
that the feature resolution is the limiting factor. Schreier et al. recommend 3x3 pixels per trackable
feature [34]. Hence the effective feature diameter appears to be between 70 nm and 240 nm; i.e.
between 3 pixel lengths for the FSD and PRIAS images, respectively.

2.3.6

Loss in Correlation at High Strain
One limitation of using DIC on FSD images to calculate local strains is that the DIC

software loses its ability to track the same points on the surface of the sample as it is strained to
higher levels; topographical features evolve with higher strain, so that they don’t match the original
unstrained feature. In this study, it was found that past a nominal strain of approximately 6%, the
topography of the surface changes too much for the software to track the same features from the
original, un-deformed surface image, resulting in the inability of the software to provide strain data
relative to the unstrained condition (see Figure 2-10b-e; the threshold used in this study for
accepting displacement data was the default correlation cutoff parameter inside NCORR; if good
correlation is not found between the target image subset and a reference image subset, the data is
rejected).
However, using the FSD image at the current strain step as the reference image for the next
strain step results in small and gradual changes in the topography, allowing the software to more
easily identify the same area at each strain state and perform correlation to calculate local, relative
strains between different steps (see Figure 2-10f-i). In the current case it was found that reselecting
the FSD reference image at intervals of 2% strain allows the software to track relative strains to
the maximum 14% strain that the steel was tested to (see Figure 2-11). Assuming superposition of
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strain, these results can be utilized to obtain strain data throughout the stress-strain curve for the
material (see Table 2-2), significantly alleviating the issues arising from changes in surface
topography.

Figure 2-10: DIC on FSD images is limited to a small strain range. (a) Original, unstrained FSD
image. (b-e) FSD image and corresponding coverage of area NCORR was capable of tracking for
4%, 6%, 8%, and 10% nominal strain respectively using unstrained image as reference. (f-i) FSD
image and corresponding coverage of area NCORR was capable of tracking for 4%, 6%, 8% and
10% using previous strain image as reference. Note: colored areas are not representative of strain
values, only areas where NCORR could track.
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Figure 2-11: NCORR DIC strain results from using the 6% strained FSD image as the reference
image to obtain strain values at higher strains. Much more area is covered and the resulting strains
are still reasonable.

Table 2-2: Using the principle of superposition,
strains at higher levels can be found relative
to an intermediate strain state
(6% in this case)
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3

PHASE DETERMINATION VIA TETRAGONALITY MAPPING

Introduction
The development of steels with higher strength and formability has accelerated over the past
few decades, in order to deliver improved performance with less material. The resultant alloys are
key to lightweighting strategies of vehicle manufacturers, where downgauging leads to lighter
vehicles and higher fuel efficiency. Advanced high-strength steels (AHSS) are created using
complex thermomechanical processes that result in intricate blends of hard and soft phases, in
order to deliver both strength and formability. The continued discovery and optimization of
enhanced steels depends, in large part, on the ability to characterize these complex structures,
including mapping out the various phases present. Body centered tetragonal (BCT) martensite
differs from body centered cubic (BCC) ferrite in that is has a tetragonal lattice induced by
interstitial carbon atoms; tetragonality is essentially a stretch in the c-axis, manifest as a small
eigenstrain. Common methods for distinguishing between the phases generally rely upon
differences in their properties (such as hardness; see the review below), rather than quantifying the
level of tetragonality which is the basis for the difference in behavior.
This paper applies high-resolution electron backscatter diffraction (HREBSD), using
simulated reference patterns, to dual phase (DP) steel in order to map the tetragonality of the crystal
lattice, and thereby distinguish the BCC and BCT phases, as well as estimate the local carbon
content from the determined c-to-a ratio.
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DP steels obtain their desirable high strength-to-formability ratio through a composite-like
microstructure composed of ferrite and martensite phases [62]. While the percentage of the two
phases varies depending on the type of DP steel, it is typical to have DP steels with martensite
phase fractions ranging from 30-50% [63-65], where the characteristics of the martensite phase,
specifically carbon content, related tetragonality and morphology, play a key role in the
mechanical properties [66-68]. The average carbon content within the martensite will vary, most
directly with the overall carbon concentration in the alloy and the martensite volume fraction;
however, various studies have also shown that the carbon content within a region of martensite
can vary significantly. In one case study with overall carbon concentration of 0.18%, the average
carbon content in the grains was typically 0.3-0.4wt%C, but there was a significant gradient of
carbon within the martensite region depending upon the prior heat treatement (for example,
reaching around 0.5% carbon) [69]. Another study developed a new technique to map carbon
content, and demonstrated large variations across the martensite substructure. The DP steel had an
overall carbon content of 0.15%, and carbon content within a martensite grain varied from
negligible content to around 0.7% [70].
Common methods of distinguishing the ferrite and martensite phases within steel depend
upon characteristics such as their hardness, level of internal disorder (e.g. dislocation content that
interferes with diffraction quality), or reaction to chemical etchants. Color etchants, such as LePera
etching, reveal the phases by coloring them differently [71, 72]. Another common etchant used is
nital. While it does not color the grains in the same manner as the LePera etch, the nital etch
corrodes the phases at different rates, making them distinguishable via topography [62, 63, 68, 73,
74]. Subsequent image analysis is applied in order to interpret the surface features and extract
phase fractions. Apart from the sometimes ambiguous phase interpretation, the process also
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changes the surface of the sample such that other characterization techniques, such as electron
backscatter diffraction (EBSD), are made more difficult or impossible. This generally precludes
using EBSD on etched specimens, making it difficult to subsequently match phases with other key
microstructure data like crystallographic orientation and grain morphology.
Nanoindentation is another method used to identify martensite within DP steels, since
martensite and ferrite have different hardness properties [62]. However, both the spatial and
hardness resolution obtained via nanoindentation can be limited; extremely small grains are more
difficult to characterize, and local differences in orientation (and therefore, apparent hardness) can
make the interpretation difficult. Additionally, the process deforms the sample surface, which also
inhibits later characterization techniques such as EBSD.
For many materials, dissimilar phases can be distinguished via EBSD itself [75].
Commercial EBSD software generally analyzes a diffraction pattern from a scanning electron
microscope and identifies the position of bands, that correspond with planes of atoms, using a
Hough transform. By comparing the arrangement of band intersection points with those from a
database, the software can categorize phase and orientation simultaneously for each scan point, if
the correct phase was included in the list pf potential phases by the user. The process of the
software categorizing the crystal structure and orientation is commonly termed “indexing”.
However, while this approach works well for distinguishing obviously distinct phases (such as
face centered cubic and BCC), the difference between BCC and BCT structures is often too subtle
and requires an accuracy of band detection by the software that is currently not available.
Other methods have been used to distinguish similar phases via EBSD. These include
separating phases by grain size, band slope values, Confidence Index (CI) values, Image Quality
(IQ), or similar metrics specific to the particular commercial EBSD software being used [76-82].
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For steel alloys, IQ is often used to distinguish martensite and ferrite. It quantifies the contrast or
clarity of EBSD images in terms of the intensities of Hough peaks, relating to the crystal lattice
planes. These values are then mapped to a gray scale image, which provides, to some extent, a map
of lattice disorder across the sample (see Figure 3-1). Because martensite typically has a higher
dislocation content than ferrite [83], it will produce poorer patterns and therefore have a lower IQ
value, appearing as darker regions within the IQ map. While this method is widely accepted as
providing a reasonable estimate of the correct phase, it has some drawbacks. In particular, image
quality is susceptible to factors other than dislocation content in phases. Surface finish, scan
parameters (which can vary from one scan to the next), surface debris, etc. [71, 81, 82, 84], can all
adversely affect image quality. One cannot be certain if an area of low image quality is due to a
particular phase or something else entirely.

Figure 3-1: Image Quality Map of DP Steel. Dark regions correspond to low IQ, often indicating
martensite. Brighter regions correspond to higher IQ which is more typical of ferrite.
Recent work has also utilized dynamically simulated patterns as references for
distinguishing similar phases [85-87]. For example, the method by Ram et al. compares the real
patterns to a dictionary of simulated patterns that could exist for that phase, and computes a
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similarity metric for each comparison. The final phase is then the phase for which the similarity
metric is highest, indicating the phase and the real pattern are the most similar. For multi-phase
materials, each pattern is matched against dictionary patterns for each of the probable phases. As
reported, better than 86% accuracy was obtained when using this approach, and for FCC phases
with differences in lattice constants greater than 12%, an accuracy of 100% was obtained.
The current paper uses a method related to that presented by Ram et al. [85], in that
simulated patterns (both kinematically and dynamically simulated in our case) are compared with
real patterns in order to differentiate the BCC from the BCT phase. However, rather than just
looking at some measure of goodness of fit, the actual tetragonality of the lattice is quantified using
cross-correlation techniques for more detailed information regarding the BCT phase (an idea
conceived in [88]).
The underlying method for determining tetragonality has been demonstrated for “perfect”
silicon / SiGe crystals using both kinematically simulated (Figure 3-2c) [89] and dynamically
simulated (Figure 3-2b) patterns [90]. Furthermore, a similar approach was tested for resolving
pseudosymmetry in lathe TiAl [91]. However, the low image quality typically associated with
EBSD of martensite presents a particularly challenging hurdle for a method that relies upon highfidelity patterns for distinguishing slight band shifts. Furthermore, a critical issue relating to the
comparison of simulated patterns for determination of lattice strain involves the accurate
determination of microscope geometry (the “pattern center” or “projection center”, PC) that must
be accurately reflected in the pattern simulations. Small errors in the PC can lead to “phantom
strains,” which cause significant error in the tetragonality measurements [88, 92].
The PC indicates the position of the electron emission point on the sample, relative to the
phosphor screen reference frame [89]. It is defined by x*, y*, and z* Cartesian coordinates that
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(a)

(c)

(b)

Figure 3-2: Kikuchi patterns used for PC calibration. (a) Actual EBSD pattern (b) Dynamically
simulated pattern (c) Kinematically simulated pattern
are typically given as percentages of the phosphor screen width or diameter. Various estimates of
pattern center accuracy have been given for different fitting algorithms [91-93]; for example, in
some cases it appears that standard commercial EBSD software can achieve an accuracy of around
0.5% using standard working conditions, which should result in a tetragonality error of around 0.5%
(Figure 6 of [88]). However, these estimates of PC accuracy are likely made on materials that
produce high-quality patterns. Figure 3-3a demonstrates a tetragonality map of a dual phase steel
using the best available PC from the commercial software. In this case, the tetragonality calculated
for ferrite grains with different orientations differs greatly. This highlights the fact that the
approximately linear relationship between PC error and a given strain component (such as the
strain along the c-axis) is highly dependent upon the orientation. In addition, the PC error for this
material must be around 4% in order to give the observed tetragonality error – much higher than
the estimates above (this assumes that the actual level of tetragonality in the ferrite grains, as
identified by Figures 3-3b and 3-3c, is negligible). Note that once the PC has been corrected
(Figure 3-3b), using the method in this paper, the tetragonality in the ferrite grains is less than
about 0.2%. Several references agree that a PC error of less than 0.5% is needed to reduce phantom
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strain levels to the order of 10-3 [88, 92, 94]; this is the order of magnitude of resolution desired in
order to distinguish martensite from ferrite phases.
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Figure 3-3: (a) Original tetragonality map with non-calibrated PC. (b) Tetragonality map with
calibrated PC. (c) IQ map generated in MATLAB - low IQ corresponds to martensite, high IQ
corresponds to ferrite.
A range of methods for more accurate PC calibration have been previously proposed. These
include shadow casting [95], iterative fitting [74], screen moving [94], calibrating from a single
crystal with known structure and lattice constant [74, 96], and mapping Kikuchi bands onto a
sphere [93]. Each of these methods provide calibrated PC’s to varying levels of accuracy but often
require more information than that available in a regular set of EBSD patterns. In this paper, a new
PC calibration approach is presented, inspired by previous strain minimization approaches [88,
89], but adapted to work in polycrystalline samples with non-zero lattice strain, and variable
pattern quality.
The resultant maps of tetragonality for DP steel are compared with SEM images of the
etched topography and IQ maps of the same sample. The related phase fraction estimates are
assessed relative to expected values, and carbon content is inferred and compared with
manufacturer’s data.
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Method
3.2.1

Material & Data Acquisition
The material used in this study was a DP 980 steel obtained from US Steel, with a nominal

composition of 0.1% C, 0.15% Si, and 2.35% Mn. While the detailed processing conditions are
typically confidential for commercial steels, thermomechanical processing of DP 980 steel starts
with austenitizing of the material, then reducing the temperature to an appropriate intercritical level,
in order to achieve the desired portions of ferrite and austenite [97]. After intercritical annealing
the material is water quenched, resulting in a microstructure with about 50% volume fraction of
martensite for the current steel [61].
Sample preparation for EBSD consisted of mechanically polishing to 1200-fine and then
applying a final electro-polish. The electrolyte used consisted of 125ml Methanol, 75mL Butanol,
and 25mL Perchloric acid, which was kept at approximately 10 ͦ C. The samples were electropolished at 20V and 1.1A for 24 seconds. EBSD scans were taken in an Apreo C Low-Vac SEM.
An accelerating voltage of 20KV, current of 3.2nA, and working distance of 20mm were used.
Patterns were collected at 1x1 binning, and indexed using EDAX’s OIM Data Collection 7.2
software. In both cases, EBSD patterns were saved for all points within a scan for later analysis.

3.2.2

Tetragonality & Pattern Center
Using Brigham Young University’s open source cross-correlation software, OpenXY [98],

the PC for each sample was calibrated by effectively minimizing the median lattice strain (relative
to that of a cubic lattice) over many grains within the sample at the same time, as described below.
Trials on different areas of the steel, and on sets of simulated EBSD patterns with different
orientations (but consistent tetragonality), indicated that at least 20 different points in the sample
should be chosen, ideally across a wide range of orientations, for best results. For this study, 50
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points were used. Starting from the estimated value of PC derived by the commercial EBSD
software, a simulated pattern was generated for a range of z* values on either side of the estimated
value, with constant x* and y*. After discarding strain values above a certain noise threshold, a
quadratic function was fit to the median value of strain for the remaining points (see Figure 3-4;
the quadratic fit is not included in the plot, in order to more easily see the median value line). The
location of the minimum indicates the correct value of z*. The assumption that the correct PC is
the one, on average, that minimizes the strain across the sample by the simulated pattern method
is discussed in more detail in the results section. This process is then repeated for y* and then for
x*, using the updated values of the previously calibrated dimensions. The process is then repeated
once more to converge on the accurate PC value. The order of calibration of the dimensions was
chosen due to the typically higher sensitivity of calculated strain to the z* value, leading to easier
calibration.
The corrected PC was then fed into the relevant pattern simulation routine, along with the
estimated orientation from the EBSD software. The resultant simulated pattern was compared with
the actual EBSD pattern arising from the given point on the sample using cross correlation analysis,
as described in previous papers [88, 99]. After adjusting the orientation based on the new PC, the
relative lattice strain between the simulated and real patterns is quantified using the technique
described in more detail in [89, 90]. Those strains are then used to measure the corresponding
tetragonality based on the following equation [96]:
𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐

𝜀𝜀 𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 = 𝜀𝜀33

−

𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐

𝜀𝜀11

𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐

+𝜀𝜀22
2

(3-1)

where 𝜀𝜀 𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 is the tetragonality as a function of the major axis strains of the crystal lattice.

Note that for the kinematically simulated patterns, the tetragonality of the simulated lattice

is adjusted until the real and simulated patterns match, according to the cross-correlation (see [89]).
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(b)

(a)

(c)

Figure 3-4: Strain calculated for a group of grains (each represented by a different color dot) over
a range of PC values. (a), (b) and (c) provide strain values when varying Z, Y and X values of PC,
respectively, while holding the other values constant; the solid lines indicate the median value.
For the dynamically simulated patterns, this would be computationally inefficient (the ‘master
pattern’ would need to be regenerated for each level of tetagonality, at high computational cost
[100]). However, if a cubic lattice is assumed, and the measured value of tetragonality is above
around 2%, the error in the measured value becomes significant due to the widening difference
between the reference and experimental patterns. Hence, master patterns of dynamically simulated
patterns were generated at different levels of tetragonality (0%, 2%, 4% and 6%), and the best fit
pattern (after searching over the three possible c-axis directions) was used as the reference pattern
for a given point; the final tetragonality is given by that of the reference pattern plus the measured
distortion from that value.
Expected tetragonality levels were determined based on the nominal composition of the
DP steel used in this study, which contained approximately 0.1wt% C. Actual carbon content
within the martensite phase can vary significantly across a grain or colony as noted in [70], and as
can be seen in Figure 3-3. These variations cause the tetragonality (c/a ratio) to vary approximately
linearly according to carbon content based on the following equation [96, 101].
𝑐𝑐⁄ = 1 + 0.045𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤%𝐶𝐶
𝑎𝑎
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(3-2)

3.2.3

Phase Identification Baseline
For the DP steel in this study, IQ maps provide a good differentiator between martensite

and ferrite regions. Figure 3-5 includes IQ and SEM secondary electron images of two regions of
the steel, selected to illustrate two levels of morphological complexity. The electrolyte used during
the electro-polishing step slightly etched the sample surface, helping to highlight the two phases,
with the softer ferrite undergoing a deeper etch, generally. While the beam, sample and detector
geometry leads to differences in the clarity of topographical features, depending upon orientation
of the features, the higher regions in the SEM images generally coincide with the darker martensite
areas that are apparent in the IQ maps. This provides some verification of the phase distinguishing
capability of the IQ approach for this material.
The threshold for distinguishing between ferrite and martensite in the IQ map was selected
by plotting the histogram of IQ values, and selecting the point corresponding to the end of the
initial low IQ peak. This peak is assumed to correlate with regions of martensite. Since both areas
in this study used the same microscope settings, and had the same range of IQ values, the same
threshold or 30,000 was used in both cases. The resulting martensite area fraction
identified by points having IQ below this value agrees with the range of martensite expected for
this material (~50%), as will be apparent below.

Results & Discussion
3.3.1

PC Calibration
As previously mentioned, a PC with target error of less than 0.5% (of phosphor screen

width) is sought, to sufficiently reduce the phantom strains that might cause significant errors in
tetragonality measurements. Based upon the curve of median values in Figure 3-4, it appears that
a clear minimum for each axis can be identified within 0.005 (as a fraction of the phosphor width).
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3-5: (a) (Left) SEM image of etched Area 1. Raised regions correspond to martensite.
(Right) IQ map of same area. (b) (Left) SEM image of etched Area 2. (Right) IQ map of same
area.
Thus, it seems reasonable to expect that the error of the new PC value is adequate to achieve the
desired resolution of 0.5%.
Several further activities were undertaken to test this hypothesis. Firstly, simulated patterns
with a known tetragonality (0.4%) were created over a random set of orientations, and with known
PC. Using the approach described above, the PC that minimized the median effective strain across
the set of orientations was determined, and found to be closer than 0.1% from the correct value.
This indicated that by minimizing strain over a random set of orientations, the PC can be found,
even if the lattice strain is not zero. The effect of trying this approach on a highly texture material,
or a material with a strong correlation between lattice strain and orientation was not tested. A
minimum of around 20 grains resulted in convergence to the stated 0.1% from correct PC of the
simulation. As a further verification, nine individual areas of the DP steel were analyzed
independently, and the PC for each area was calculated using the current approach. The precision
in PC (the standard deviation between the calculated values, based upon the assumption that the
microscope correctly determined the correct distance between the analyzed areas) was better than
0.4%. Furthermore, based upon the estimates of phantom strain error in [96] Figure 3-6, the levels
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of tetragonality measured in the ferrite (which should have zero tetragonality) in Figure 3-3b
indicate that the PC error is around 0.2% for that particular sample.

3.3.2

Tetragonality Maps
Tetragonality maps were created from two separate EBSD scans of 5x5µm (Area 1) and

6.5x6.5µm (Area 2) areas. Two different analyses were undertaken for each scan area, using
kinematically and dynamically simulated patterns for cross-correlation, respectively. For either
case, the experimental pattern from the steel must be indexable by the EBSD software to provide
the correct orientation for simulating the initial reference pattern. While martensite is notorious for
having poor pattern quality, the polishing method described above resulted in indexable points
across the entire scans. Figures 3-6 & 3-7 show the tetragonality maps resulting from both
approaches for each scan, compared to the corresponding IQ map. In both cases, the suspected
ferrite grains (lighter regions on the IQ map) have tetragonality close to 0%, as expected. Therefore,
the main difference between the kinematic and dynamic approaches occurs within the martensite
regions. Note that points with suspect results (poor convergence of the cross correlation method,
indicated by a summed-squared error, SSE, of greater than 25) are rejected and assigned the darkest
color on the map; they are not included in the averaging for grain tetragonality. This filtering only
applies to the kinematical results, where they constitute approximately 10% of the map; the suspect
points also strongly correlate with points with confidence index, CI, as determined by the EBSD
software, of less than 0.05. The dynamically simulated patterns produce a tetragonality map with
no points having high SSE values.
To evaluate the difference between the kinematic and dynamic approaches, the resulting
tetragonality maps were compared directly to the corresponding IQ maps via both a grain average
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Figure 3-6: Area 1 maps. (a) Tetragonality map made using kinematically simulated patterns. (b)
Tetragonality map made using dynamically simulated patterns. (c) IQ map of corresponding scan,
where dark regions are presumably martensite and light areas are ferrite.
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Figure 3-7: Area 2 maps. (a) Tetragonality map based on kinematic patterns. (b) Tetragonality
map based on dynamic patterns. (c) IQ map of corresponding scan.
and a point-by-point comparison. Points/grains with tetragonality > 1% as determined by the
HREBSD approach were assumed to be martensite; this value marks the edge of a peak on the
distribution of tetragonality values calculated by HREBSD. Figure 3-8 shows the histogram of
tetragonality values calculated for Area 1 using the dynamic pattern method. There is a clear
transition at 0.01 tetragonality.
In the point-by-point comparison of martensite regions as determined by the tetragonality
approach vs the IQ approach, dynamic simulation proved to have higher accuracy than kinematic
for both areas scanned. Dynamic reference patterns resulted in an average accuracy of 83.2%
(meaning that points with tetragonality values above 1% corresponded correctly with low IQ
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Figure 3-8: Histogram of tetragonality values determined by the dynamic reference pattern.
values for the same point), while kinematic simulation resulted in an average accuracy of 66.8%;
these values are averaged across the two test areas. However, both methods identify tetragonality
levels with higher accuracy when assigning individual grains to be either ferrite or martensite
based on average tetragonality. Dynamic simulation resulted in an average accuracy of 89% (i.e.
grains covering 89% of the total sample area were correctly assigned to the relevant phase, as
identified by the IQ map), while kinematic had an average accuracy of 83.3%.
The performance of the dynamically simulated reference pattern method is also tabulated
in Table 3-1 in terms of area fraction of martensite identified by the method, compared to IQ. As
another distinguisher of martensite vs ferrite, a best fit metric is reported, where EBSD patterns
that are closest to the cubic reference pattern (0% tetragonality) are assigned to be ferrite, and other
points are assigned to be martensite. The average fraction of martensite identified by IQ
(accounting for the difference in areas of the two regions) is 49%; the expected value is ~50% (see
also [63-65]). While this is not a validation of the IQ approach, due to the approximate nature of
the expected value, the small areas, and the imprecise method of selecting the IQ threshold, it
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nevertheless provides some assurance that the IQ metric provides a reasonable distinction between
phases for this particular steel. The tetragonality metric indicates a slightly lower martensite
content than IQ for both areas. Furthermore, the best fit pattern approach indicates even lower
fractions of martensite, as would be expected since martensite with low levels of tetragonality
would have EBSD patterns that are closer to the 0% tetragonal pattern than the 2% pattern.
Table 3-1: Identification of martensite/ferrite for Areas 1 & 2.

Assumed Ferrite
(Tet. ≤ 1.0%, Best fit
pattern=0%, or IQ ≥
30k)
Assumed Martensite
(Tet. > 1.0%, Best fit
pattern >0%, or IQ <
30k)

Area 1
Tetragonality Best Fit
Metric
Pattern
Metric
69.1%
71.7%

30.9%

28.3%

IQ
Metric
66.4%

33.6%

Area 2
Tetragonality Best Fit
Metric
Pattern
Metric
45.0%
52.6%

55.0%

47.4%

IQ
Metric
41.4%

58.6%

One of the additional benefits to measuring tetragonality is the direct relation tetragonality
has to carbon content. With a known tetragonality value, approximate carbon content at a point
can be calculated using Equation 3-2. However, if the raw tetragonality data is used to estimate
carbon content, the minority of high tetragonal values (as indicated in the Figure 3-8 histogram)
would dominate the results. If the points that align best with the 6% tetragonal simulated pattern
are examined, these are predominantly single pixels, indicating that they are associated with noise.
This is possibly due to poor indexing (i.e. initial estimation of their orientation), which then results
in poor estimates of tetragonality. For practical purposes, any points with tetragonality greater than
0.04 were assumed to be outliers and not included in the carbon average calculation (see Figure 38); this removed the top 10% of points in terms of tetragonality. Points identified as ferrite were
assumed to have 0% carbon; then, using Equation 3-2, Area 1 has 0.11% carbon, and Area 2 has
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0.19% carbon. This results in a carbon content that is somewhat higher than that reported by the
manufacturer (0.1wt%C) indicating that tetragonality is overestimated in the martensite. Given
that the tetragonality levels measured in the assumed ferrite region are as high as 1%, this appears
to be the typical magnitude of error using the current approach. Such an error, of 1% tetragonality,
relates to ~0.2 wt% carbon, which is higher than the expected carbon content in this material.
Hence improvements in dealing with the sources of noise in the cross correlation method
(including the PC calibration) are needed to more accurately map carbon content in low carbon
steels.
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4

CHARACTERIZATION OF RA ATTRIBUTES VIA MACHINE LEARNING

Introduction
In the current automotive industry, improving the fuel efficiency of vehicles is a major
objective. One of the main strategies for achieving this goal is through lightweighting - making
the vehicle lighter, while still maintaining necessary strength and safety requirements.
Lightweighting can be achieved either by switching to lighter materials, such as magnesium,
aluminum or composites, or by downgauging – using stronger steels to provide the same structural
integrity with less material. Hence, a major emphasis is on understanding and optimizing third
generation advanced high-strength steels (AHSS). These steels seek to combine high strength and
improved ductility to enable complex forming operations. Recently, the development of Quenched
and Partitioned (Q&P) steels [1-6], a particular type of third generation AHSS, has proven to be
quite promising for furthering lightweighting efforts.
Q&P steels balance strength and ductility via a complex microstructure that includes a
certain amount of retained austenite (RA), achieved through a unique heat treating process. This
process begins with the complete austenitization of the steel and then proceeds with the quenching
of the steel below the martensite start temperature but above the martensite finish temperature. A
final step of partitioning the carbon from the supersaturated martensite to the remaining austenite
by either keeping it at the quench temperature (one-step) or raising the temperature slightly (twostep) is then taken [2, 7, 8]. The increased amount of carbon in the retained austenite allows it to
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remain when the metal is then cooled to room temperature [9]. This high amount of metastable
retained austenite, which transforms to martensite when adequately strained, is assumed to
contribute significantly to the resulting metal’s increased ductility via a transformation induced
plasticity (TRIP) effect.
However, a thorough and complete understanding of the RA transition to martensite has yet
to be firmly established. Because the strength-ductility properties of the material theoretically rely
on the TRIP effect, a gradual transformation of the RA with increasing strain, is assumed to be
ideal. Too rapid of a transformation of all the austenite does very little to improve the ductility of
the steel; on the other hand, insufficient transformation of the RA would reduce its effectiveness
[10]. Understanding the microstructural factors that control the rate of RA transformation is
therefore critical.
Various factors have been found to play a significant role in the stability of RA. These factors
include i) carbon content of the RA grains [10-18], (ii) RA grain size and morphology [10-15, 1722], (iii) crystallographic orientation [13, 17], (iv) neighboring phases and grains [10, 11, 16, 17,
21-23], and (v) temperature at which the steel is strained [102, 103]. The complexity of the
parameters surrounding austenite transformation, however, can obscure the search for clear trends.
For instance, a majority of studies suggest that a higher carbon content increases the stability of
the austenite grains [12, 16, 22, 26]. To the contrary, another study found that lower carbon content
within austenite increases its stability [18]. Similar reported inconsistencies exist for potential
trends in almost all of the known factors surrounding austenite transformation. The complexity of
the interrelations presents an ideal case for the application of machine learning to try find trends
within the convoluted transformation data.
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Machine learning has been rapidly growing as a tool to study trends of large datasets in
applications related to materials science [28-31]. There are many different algorithms for machine
learning approaches, and the number continues to increase as capabilities and datasets expand.
Some of the more well-known methods include techniques such as decision tree classifiers [31],
neural networks [32], and “lazy” instance based learning using nearest neighbors [33]. Of these,
decision tree classifiers are particularly suitable for the current investigation. Decision trees
constitute a supervised method of machine learning that requires a defined class, or outcome (such
as ‘transformation’), based on a given set of attributes (such as microstructural characteristics).
One of the main benefits of a decision tree is that it produces an actual decision structure that can
be viewed and interpreted by the user. Many other approaches produce a “black box” in which
data goes in and predictions come out, with no clear interpretability to help gain an understanding
of the underlying physics, and drive microstructure optimization.
This study applies machine learning, via a decision tree classifier, to transformation data
collected via in-situ electron back-scatter diffraction (EBSD) tensile tests. Correlations are sought
between transformation behavior and key characteristics of austenite grains, such as size, shape,
Taylor factor, surrounding phases, etc. Simple relationships of the dominant attributes are
visualized. Identifying these attributes, and their influence on transformation rate will allow further
optimization of these advanced steels for lightweighting applications.

Method
The material used in this study was a Quenched & Partitioned (Q&P) 1180 steel provided
by BAO Steel, with composition given in Table 4-1. Predominant phases are martensite, ferrite
and austenite. The original sheet had a nominal thickness of 1.2mm; dog-bone shaped tensile
specimens, with gauge length of 10mm and width of 2mm, were cut from the sheet keeping the
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tensile axis parallel to the rolling direction. Due to the force limitations of the in-situ tensile stage
used in this study, it was required that the dog-bone samples be ground down to approximately
0.4mm thickness, which was done using 60 grit polishing paper. Once final thickness was obtained,
the samples were subsequently polished on the opposite side, to a grit size of 1200 fine following
standard mechanical procedures. Each sample was then polished to a final state for EBSD using
either electro-polishing or further mechanical polishing. For electro-polished samples, a solution
of 125ml methanol, 75ml Butanol and 25ml Perchloric acid, kept at 10°C [51], was used and
samples were polished at approximately 20V and 1.0A for 24 seconds. The mechanically polished
samples were polished using further standard practices and a final polish of 0.05µm colloidal silica.
Table 4-1: Q&P 1180 chemical composition (Wt%)
Supplier
BAO

Grade
1180 Q&P –
Uncoated

C
0.19

Mn
2.8

Si
1.6

Subsequent to polishing, fiducial marks were made on the gauge length of the samples
using either a Vickers nano-indenter to create an array of points or a Focused Ion-Beam (FIB) to
mill distinguishing features on the surface of the sample. This allowed the same area to be found
easily and quickly for multiple scans at different strain steps.
The EBSD data were acquired using a square scan grid at an accelerating voltage of 20kV,
working distance of 17mm, tilt angle of 70 degrees, and a magnification of 8,000x. Scan sizes
were typically 17.5x17.5um, with a step size of 80nm. Scans in each series were taken close to
fiducial marks at the unstrained condition and in the same area for each strain step afterwards. To
obtain concurrent local strain data, forescatter images were also obtained at each strain step and
used for DIC as outlined in [104].
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A cleanup routine was applied to the resulting EBSD data to reduce the amount of noise
being interpreted as austenite grains. Figure 4-1 shows an original phase map compared to the
cleaned map, where red is austenite and green is ferrite/martensite. The cleanup routine utilized
was the Neighbor Pattern Averaging Re-indexing (NPAR) using OIM Analysis v 8.1, followed by
grain dilation. NPAR improved the indexing success rate of the scans, and grain dilation eliminated
grains of size 3 pixels or less. The same routine was applied to all scans in this study.

Ferrite/Martensite
Austenite
(a)

(b)

Figure 4-1: Example effect of cleanup method on a phase map. (a) Phase map prior to cleanup.
(b) Phase map after cleanup.
The grain data produced subsequent to cleanup was exported to a text file and a MATLAB
script was used to extract the shape, orientation, size, surrounding phase, and Taylor factor as
reported by OIM. Additionally, DIC analysis for each scan was performed to calculate the local
strain for each grain. This was done for four total scan areas, using three different samples, which
provided a series of files that could be analyzed to determine when RA grains had transformed to
martensite; the percentage of transformation was based on the change in size of the RA grains.
Combining all of the resulting RA data for each scan area into a single file provided approximately
300 RA grains for machine learning software to analyze. However, some of the resulting grains
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had an area of less than 0.1µm². While RA grains with areas less than this certainly exist, the
confidence in the accuracy of these grains and their attributes is extremely low. Not only are the
smallest grains those that are most susceptible to inaccurate information due to noise, but they are
also the most affected following the two cleanup routines. Specifically, grain dilation reassigns
grains of small sizes to surrounding grains, meaning that at later strains, any cluster of noisy points
left behind subsequent to NPAR could become a “grain” and skew results. The same susceptibility
was not noticed for the larger grains. Therefore, grains with an area less than 0.1µm² were removed
from the dataset prior to using machine learning, resulting in approximately 300 grains for testing.
Machine learning using the decision tree approach requires one of the attributes to be
defined as the class attribute, or the attribute that is being predicted. In this case, it was desired to
predict transformation of austenite to martensite. However, a greater emphasis for this study was
determining which of the many attributes for an RA grain most influence whether or not it will
transform. To this end, the class used was a nominal attribute of either complete (shown as “Yes”),
partial (shown as “Part”), or no (shown as “No”) transformation to minimize the number of
possibilities machine learning would have to predict.
Each scan region was analyzed at several strain steps, with each RA grain providing a data
point (or ‘instance’) at each step, resulting in approximately 850 data points for the machine
learning algorithm to analyze. Each RA grain / data point was associated with the attributes shown
in Table 4-2.
The machine learning program used in this study is the open source software developed at
the University of Waikato called Weka [105]. Weka allows easy implementation of data
conditioning / preprocessing prior to building and evaluating a classifier to select attributes and
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Table 4-2: List of attributes included in the dataset with corresponding descriptions.

Attribute

Abbreviation

Major Axis Orientation

-

RA Taylor Factor

-

Surrounding Ferrite of RA
Grain

Surrounding Ferrite

Surrounding RA of RA Grain

Surrounding RA

Average Taylor Factor of RA
Neighbors

Neighbor Average Taylor
Factor

Neighbor Average TF and RA
TF Difference

TF Difference

Average RA Normalized Strain

-

Average Neighbor Normalized
Strain

-

RA Grain GND Content

RA Grain GND

Macro Strain

Strain

CLASS: Transformed

Transformed

RA Grain Area
Grain Shape Aspect Ratio

Area
-

Description

Area of the grain in µm²[106]
Ratio of the minor axis to the major
axis of the ellipse fit to the grain [106]
Angle in degrees of the major axis of
the ellipse fit to the grain with respect
to the horizontal direction [106]
Taylor Factor calculated in OIM
Analysis using the horizontal
direction as the tensile direction
Weighted percentage of neighbor
grains surrounding the RA grain that
are ferrite based on indexed phase and
image quality value
Weighted percentage of neighbor
grains surrounding the RA grain that
are RA based on indexed phase
Weighted average of Taylor Factors
calculated in OIM Analysis for
neighboring grains
Difference between the average
Taylor Factor of neighboring grains
and the Taylor Factor of the RA grain
Average strain in an RA grain based
on DIC results, normalized
Average strain in the neighboring
grains based on DIC results,
normalized
Average GND value within an RA
Grain calculated in OIM Analysis
The strain based on the distance the
tensile stage pulled the sample
Yes, Part, or No based on if the grain
transformed completely, only
partially, or not at all, respectively

creating a model. Commonly in machine learning, the data used must be pre-processed to allow
the computer to find accurate trends. In fact, a majority of the work typically involved in obtaining
reasonable results from machine learning is conditioning the data into something the program can
use. As mentioned, in this study, a nominal class was used for each data point: Yes, Part, or No
transformation. Ideally, the dataset used would have an equal number of instances with each
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possible outcome, approximately 300 per outcome. For the dataset used however, there were many
more instances with an outcome of “Part” than for the other two: 283 for “Yes”, 431 for “Part”,
and 120 for “No.” This means that an algorithm could get approximately 50% accuracy by simply
predicting “Part” for partial transformation in every case regardless of the attributes listed for that
instance. Hence, the ClassBalancer filter was used for reweighting each instance such that each
class had an equal weight before applying the decision tree classifier algorithm.
Weka’s ZeroR algorithm was used to confirm correct weighting. ZeroR works by simply
predicting the most common class for every case. Prior to using the ClassBalancer, ZeroR
predicted “Part” with 51.68% accuracy. Subsequent to balancing the data, ZeroR predicted “Part”
with 33.3% accuracy - exactly what would be expected by randomly guessing. In this study, a
baseline of 33% accuracy (due to having three equally weighted class attributes) is used to compare
the usefulness of subsequent models produced.
A common pitfall when it comes to machine learning is to overfit the data. Overfitting
occurs when a model is created that will achieve high accuracy on the training data but results in
poor accuracy when tested on a previously unseen set of data. This is a result of the model being
biased towards the training data. One method to avoid overfitting of the data is to use the random
holdout method. Essentially, the holdout method will randomly select a predetermined percentage
of the data and “remove” it from the dataset. It will then train the model on the remaining dataset
and test it on the data that was removed. Typically, this is done several times with different random
seeds each time to create random training sets at the desired percent. If the accuracy of the model
on the test data is similar to that on the training data, then the model can be assumed to not be
overfit. In this study, 10% of the training data is removed for testing to ensure a sufficient number
of all outcomes are included in the test data.
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Attribute selection can further improve the accuracy of the model created, and provide the
user with a list of the most “relevant” attributes, depending on the classifier used. In this case,
Weka’s Attribute Selection classifier was used with the J48 decision tree algorithm utilizing the
Wrapper Subset Evaluation. The AttributeSelection classifier uses only the training portion of the
dataset for the attribute ranking and selection, and tests the results on the remaining portion.
Finally, a J48 decision tree algorithm was used to formulate the machine learning model
of transformation behavior. It is based on an information gain approach, which measures the
decrease in entropy as it segments the data into the possible classes. After evaluating all possible
decisions, it selects that with the highest information gain, or greatest decrease in entropy. Thus,
attributes that result in high information gain values are kept, while those that do not are removed
by the classifier.
Evaluating the accuracy of the resulting model was performed using a standard 10-fold
Cross Validation. Similar to the holdout method described earlier, 10-fold Cross Validation
functions by randomly splitting the dataset into 10 even sets, or folds. One of the folds is then
removed and kept for testing while the remaining data is used to train. This is repeated until each
fold has been used once for testing, with the final accuracy being the average of the 10 tests. While
quite similar to the holdout method mentioned previously, the 10-fold Cross Validation technique
ensures that each data point is used 10 times, nine times for training and one time for testing. The
holdout method selects random points each time to test/train, meaning that some points could only
end up being used to train and not test or vice versa.
The resulting model created by the J48 decision tree method can be visualized and
interpreted easily, as it is essentially a network of if/then statements. Not surprisingly, ‘tree’
terminology is used to describe the different parts of the final decision tree, where the first decision
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at the top is called the “root,” further decisions later on are called “branches,” and final
classifications are called “leaves.” Ensuring that the tree does not have an excessive amount of
branches is key to not only being able to interpret the model manually, but also to make sure that
it is not overfit. A large tree with many branches is indicative of having a very specific decision
structure modeled for that dataset only. Weka allows one to control the size of the tree by dictating
the minimum number of leaves required to form a decision split down a branch. A higher number
for the leaf size parameter therefore reduces the number of branches on the tree. The numbers used
in this study were based on trial and error until a decision tree was found that resulted in the highest
accuracy and interpretability.
For this study, two different decision trees were created based on the transformation data:
one with strain as an attribute and one without strain. Since strain is known to affect transformation,
it is hoped that the tree which includes strain as an attribute will highlight the attributes of an RA
grain that affect transformation in addition to the strain levels required to cause transformation. On
the other hand, the decision tree without strain as an attribute should focus on the original
microstructure’s influence on transformation, revealing only relevant RA grain attributes that can
be used to predict transformation regardless of strain level. The second decision tree, without strain,
is based on the original grain attributes and their transformation at a particular strain. Therefore,
less data is available for machine learning in the case of no strain (only about 110 instances), and
as such requires a leaf size of only 8 compared to 48 when strain is included.
Following the model formation, the Wrapper Subset Evaluator was used to provide a
pseudo-ranking method for the attributes. Typically, it can be assumed that the attribute at the root
of the decision tree is the most “relevant” attribute since it should theoretically provide the highest
information gain value. However, that may not always be the case due to biases in the data, such
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as having a significantly larger number of distinct values within one attribute when compared to
another. Therefore, the Wrapper Subset Evaluation was used indirectly to provide an estimated
rank of values. Essentially, the Wrapper method uses 10-fold cross validation to find the highest
accuracy tree as attributes are removed one by one. When accuracy begins to diminish, the
attributes used to make up the best tree are reported. This process was repeated ten times with 10
different random starting seeds. The percentage of times that each attribute was present in the
highest accuracy tree for those runs was used for its “rank” value. Therefore, attributes that were
present in the resulting trees higher than 50% of the time were deemed relevant and ranked
according to the percentage that they showed up. While the Wrapper method still relies on creating
decision trees that are susceptible to the biases in the data, because it works by removing attributes,
there is less influence by those attributes that may have more distinct values on the process.

Results & Discussion
Figure 4-2 shows the Inverse Pole Figure (IPF), phase, and FSD maps subsequent to cleanup
for one of the areas scanned. The IPF maps show the gradual change in orientations of the grains
as the sample is pulled in tension; the FSD images on the bottom show how the surface of the
sample changed from that same tension. Most relevant to this study, the phase maps show the
transformation of the austenite grains as the strain is increased and the austenite disappears. Based
on these images, transformation seems to occur in three different ways: gradually over straining
(see circled grains), rapidly at higher strains (see boxed grains), or not at all (see grains in triangles).
Given these three obvious variations of transformation, each type correlates with a condition
classified as ‘yes’, ‘part’, and ‘no’ transformation in the machine learning study.
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Ferrite / Martensite
Austenite

0% Strain

6% Strain

10% Strain

Figure 4-2: IPF (top), Phase (middle), and FSD (bottom) maps of area scanned using EBSD and
strained in-situ. Images are subsequent to cleanup routine previously described.
The decision tree with strain as an attribute is shown in Figure 4-3. Table 4-3 shows the
attributes ranked according to the percentage of times they showed up in the highest accuracy tree
according to the wrapper subset evaluator. Notice that, as expected, only the attributes above 50%
were present in the final decision tree. Interestingly, the attributes such as Area and RA Taylor
Factor, that are in every tree with high accuracy selected by the wrapper subset evaluator, do not
end up as the root of the tree as one might expect. However, the ranking method used in this study
does not necessarily reflect which are the most influential or have the greatest information gain,
but rather, which most often result in the greatest overall accuracy of the decision tree. Therefore,
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it is not infeasible that in this case, Grain Shape Aspect Ratio was the root of the tree even though
it only showed up in 75% of the highest ranked trees.

Figure 4-3: Decision tree with strain produced using Infogain attribute evaluation within the
AttributeSelection classifier based on J48 decision tree. The leaves showing prediction have format
"Prediction (weight of instances in that leaf / weight of incorrect in).
The model produced based on this tree achieves 59.0% accuracy using 10-fold crossvalidation. Compared to the baseline accuracy of 33%, this represents an increase in accuracy of
26%. To ensure this model is not overfit, the data holdout method was used, where 90% of the
data was used for training and the remaining was used for testing. This resulted in an accuracy of
63.4%, and is quite close to the 63.9% accuracy on the training set. In comparison, a tree with the
minimum number of leaves set to 2 results in an accuracy of 91.3% on the same training data, but
only 79.5% when using the data holdout method. The difference of nearly 12% suggests the tree
with a 2-leaf minimum is more overfit, while the tree shown above differs by only 0.5% accuracy.
So while its accuracy is lower, it fits the data much better and is less biased towards the data used.
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Table 4-3. Attribute rankings based on Infogain attribute
evaluator for decision tree
with strain.
Attribute
Average Neighbor Normalized Strain
Taylor Factor Difference
RA Grain GND
RA Taylor Factor
Neighbor Average Taylor Factor
Surrounding Ferrite
Area
Grain Shape Aspect Ratio
Average RA Normalized Strain
Grain Major Axis Orientation
Surrounding RA
Strain

Rank Value
0.9525
0.7825
0.6121
0.5826
0.5267
0.4435
0.3051
0.2542
0.2269
0.1314
0.1003
0.0545

Interpreting the leaves provides further insight into the accuracy of the resulting tree. In
each leaf, the prediction is given along with the fraction that represents the weight of instances in
that leaf/weight of the incorrect instances. Using this fraction, the average weighted leaf accuracy
for this tree was found to be 63.3% - quite similar to the holdout accuracy. This accuracy varies
from the overall tree accuracy because the data was balanced to even the weights of each data point
and the accuracy reported by the tree is based on correct instances regardless of their weight.
One of the greatest advantages to a decision tree is the ease with which it can be interpreted.
The root and branches in Figure 4-3 show the attributes that are part of the final model and the
“cutoff” values used in each case. An example interpretation for this decision tree would be that
grains with Grain Shape Aspect Ratio of less than or equal to 0.29 will transform. Using that as a
basic approach, the following general guidelines can be gleaned from the resulting decision tree:
•

More lamellar shaped RA grains (GSAR ≤0.29) will transform.

•

Rounder grains with GSAR > 0.29 will typically transform partially at most or not at all.

•

Rounder grains with GSAR > 0.29 will only transform when the major axis is oriented <
41deg or > 59deg.
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Of course, there are several important factors to consider when interpreting these results.
First, with an accuracy significantly less than 100%, the guidelines for transformation listed above
simply represent trends based on the grains analyzed in this study and not absolutes for all RA in
Q&P steels. Second, this data is based on only one attribute selection method within Weka. One
of the difficulties inherent to machine learning is the almost unlimited combinations of classifiers
and filters, accompanied by just as many results. Finding the “best” model is therefore subject to
what is desired. In this case, narrowing down attributes and finding “ideal” values of those
attributes is the main objective. As such, using a decision tree classifier was one of the best choices.
Other classifiers, such as the lazy Instance Based K-Nearest Neighbor (IBK) approach in Weka,
produced models with better accuracy (around 85%) when used with this data, but those classifiers
do not provide a well-defined and easily interpreted model, nor do they readily apply to different
datasets.
The second decision tree without strain as an attribute and based around the 8% macrostrain transformation results is shown in Figure 4-4 with its corresponding rankings based on the
Infogain evaluator in Table 4-4.

Figure 4-4: Decision tree without strain as an attribute.
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Table 4-4: Attribute rankings based on the Infogain
Evaluator for the decision tree
without strain.
Attribute
RA Taylor Factor
Grain Shape Aspect Ratio
Area
RA Grain GND
TF Difference
Neighbor Average Taylor Factor
Grain major Axis Orientation
Surrounding RA
Surrounding Ferrite

Rank Value
0.728
0.183
0.138
0.138
0
0
0
0
0

Similar to the previous tree, the decision tree without strain achieves an accuracy of 51.8%
- with average weighted leaf accuracy of 73.7%, likely higher due to the reduced number of
instances for this dataset. Unlike the previous decision tree however, it focuses much more on only
three attributes of the RA grain: Area, GND, and Taylor Factor. Not surprisingly, these are the top
three ranked attributes, although the rankings may again seem somewhat contrary to the tree itself.
Interpreting the tree in the same fashion as done previously provides the following conclusions:
•

Larger grains (Area > 0.46µm²) will partially transform

•

Grains with Area ≤ 0.46µm² will transform if they have high GND content ( > 320x10¹²
mˉ²) or low GND content ( <260x10¹² mˉ²) and are softer (TF < 2.5)

•

Harder grains (TF > 3.2) will only partially transform or not transform at all.

•

Softer grains (TF < 3.2) will likely transform partially or fully if the GND content is in a
certain range.
Comparing the values and trends for the trees to those found in existing literature helps to

assess their validity. At the root of the first tree is the Grain Shape Aspect Ratio, predicting
transformation when the aspect ratio is less than 0.29. This suggests that lamellar grains are less
stable and transform more readily than the more globular shaped grains, a conclusion also reached
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in [13], but contrary to that found in [10, 12, 16, 20, 25]. One reason that the current study seems
to differ from the majority of past literature could be that the current study combines data for RA
grains across three different samples and four different areas, whereas the previous studies are
typically only focused on one area. While the areas studied are approximately the same size in all
cases, the larger number of grains under analysis in this study could present a broader trend not
found in previous studies. That being said, the maximum GSAR of grains in this study was 0.66,
meaning that almost all of the grains analyzed were more lamellar than globular.
Figure 4-5a shows the trend that GSAR has on the amount of transformation occurring.
Each dot represents the average fraction of transformation of all grains within that range of GSAR
at a particular macro-strain. The fit-plane supports the trend presented by the decision tree: smaller
GSAR typically have higher amounts of transformation than more globular grains with larger
GSAR values. A similar negative trend is also seen in Figure 4-5b, where the average
transformation for grains within a given GSAR range is plotted for each macro-strain state.
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Figure 4-5: Average percentage of transformation for grains of certain GSAR ranges over a range
of 4-14% macro strain. (a) 3D plot with surface fit to the data (b) 2D representation with lines at
each macro-strain level normalized to have approximately the same average transformation
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Probably the most common attribute related to transformation presented in the literature is
grain size. Typically, large grains (greater than 1µm²) are found to be unstable and transform
quickly; small grains (less than 0.1 µm²) are the opposite and have a much higher stability, possibly
not transforming at all [10, 13, 22, 25, 26]. Based on both decision trees, grains approximately
0.3µm² or greater will most likely either transform partially or not at all. The smaller grains depend
on other factors such as relative hardness (Taylor Factor), orientation, and GND content,
transforming fully if they are “softer” (lower Taylor Factor or lower GND), or oriented correctly.
Figure 4-6a shows the general trend for the larger grains to not transform more than approximately
50%, with two notable exceptions by grains of approximately 2.0µm², whereas the smaller grains
show a greater amount of transformation. In this case, Figure 4-6b shows the lack of any obvious
trend for area though as it relates to transformation.
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Figure 4-6: Average percentage of transformation for grains of certain area ranges over a range
of 4-14% macro-strain (a) 3D plot with surface fit to the data (b) 2D representation with lines at
each macro-strain level normalized to have approximately the same average transformation
It is important to note however, that the EBSD data obtained for this study provides only
2-D images of the microstructure, meaning only a slice of the material’s microstructure is analyzed.
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Therefore, it’s impossible to tell which slice of a 3-D grain has been captured, so the small grains
in the scans presented that are small enough to be considered stable and should not transform,
could in reality be only the tip of a large grain underneath, in which case transformation should
happen quite readily. The problem of drawing conclusions about a 3-D microstructure based on 2D results should therefore be considered throughout. However, the large number of grains
considered in this study (approximately 300) should provide statistically sufficient data for grains
of all sizes regardless of 3-D properties.
Taylor Factor of the grain and the difference between its Taylor Factor and the average of
its neighbors also play a significant role in the decision tree. Taylor Factor is similar to the Schmid
Factor and gives the propensity of a crystal to slip, essentially becoming a multiplication factor on
the yield stress; grains with lower Taylor Factor could therefore be termed “soft.” The effect of
neighboring grains’ “hardness” on RA transformation has been studied in past research, but the
conclusions reached are different. Some suggest that harder surrounding phases prevent
transformation by limiting the volume increase accompanied by transformation [10, 16, 18], while
others say that the harder phases propagate stress directly to the RA, causing it to transform quicker
[22, 27, 28]. However, most of these studies do not quantify “hardness” attributes through values
like Taylor Factor as done here, they only focus on phases and their basic properties. The branches
focusing on “RA Taylor Factor” suggest that individual RA grains that are harder typically do not
transform as readily, presumably due to their “higher” yield strength. The gradual negative trend
of the data in Figure 4-7 helps illustrate this. The average transformation for grains with higher
Taylor Factor is lower than for grains with low Taylor Factor. Meanwhile, the “TF Difference”
branch supports the conclusion that RA grains surrounded by approximately equivalent or harder
phases will at least transform partially. The TF Difference is the difference between the RA Taylor
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Factor and the Taylor Factor of its neighbors. Therefore, a large negative value represents a larger
Taylor Factor for the neighboring grains, meaning they are “harder”. It is assumed that the softer
surrounding phases absorb the stress and therefore only allow the RA to transform at the higher
strain levels, a conclusion confirmed by the following branch that predicts transformation for
grains surrounded by softer phases at larger strains.
Interestingly, the RA grain GND content was present only in the tree for which strain was
ignored. To the best of the author’s knowledge, this is not an attribute that has been studied indepth as it relates to austenite transformation in TRIP steels. The range of average dislocations
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Figure 4-7: (a) Average transformation for grains with certain ranges of Taylor Factor at each
macro-strain (b) Average normalized % transformation for each range of Taylor Factor at each
macro-strain state
found within the RA grains studied was from 100x10¹²- 430x10¹² mˉ². From the resulting decision
tree therefore, it can be seen that for smaller grains, a higher GND content (GND > 320x10¹² mˉ²)
or a low GND content (GND < 260x10¹² mˉ²,) results in complete transformation depending on
the Taylor Factor. This suggests that hard grains with a higher relative GND or soft grains with a
lower GND content transform readily, and the grains with a GND content around the average have
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higher stability and do not transform as readily. Whether or not the relative GND content is more
decisive a factor than the actual magnitude though has not been determined at this time.
The last major attribute present in the decision tree is the major axis orientation. Plotting the
MAO in the same manner as the GSAR produces the following plot (see Figure 4-8a). From the
fit-plane, it appears that the closer the grain is to having its major axis aligned with the tensile
direction the less it will transform. However, when only MAO and percent transformation are
analyzed at each macro-strain state, the plot in Figure 4-8b is produced.
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Figure 4-8: (a) Average percentage of transformation for grains of certain MAO ranges over a
range of 4-14% macro strain. (b) MAO ranges vs percentage of transformation for each macrostrain state
Peaks of transformation on this plot occur around 0° and 90°, with a minimum around 45°,
suggesting that transformation occurs more readily when the stress/strain is concentrated on one
of the main axis and not distributed amongst the two. The trend shown in Figure 4-8b agrees quite
well with the portion of the first decision tree that predicts transformation for grains oriented less
than 41.2° or greater than 59° and no transformation for grains oriented between those values. Of
course, the angle of the MAO relies on the shape of the grain as well. Globular grains have a less
defined MAO when compared to more lamellar grains. It could be this sort of ambiguity that
prevented a definitive trend for orientation in relation to transformation in [13, 17]. However,
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since the maximum grain shape aspect ratio value for the grains in this study was 0.66, all of the
grains studied were sufficiently lamellar, meaning that the trend seen for MAO is not due to an
arbitrary angle for globular grains. While it may seem counterintuitive to have a minimum amount
of transformation when the MAO is 45°, a possible reason for this could be due to the shear bands
and their effect on transformation. Shear bands occur at 45° from the loading direction, and the
intersection of these bands with the austenite grain are typically assumed to provide nucleation
sites for the transformation event. Therefore, when the grains are oriented at 45° to the loading
direction already, the number of intersections, or nucleation sites, is less than when the grain is at
0 or 90°. Figure 4-9 helps to illustrate this hypothesis, where the lines represent the shear bands
and the ovals represent the RA grains. The grain with MAO of 0° has 43 shear band intersections
with the grain boundary while the grain with MAO of 45° has 30 shear band intersections.

Figure 4-9: Illustration of shear bands (lines) and the difference in number of intersection points
between grains oriented at 0 and 45 degrees to the horizontal, or loading direction. The grain on
top (MAO = 0°) has approximately 43 intersection or nucleation points and the other grain (MAO
= 45°) has only about 30.
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The relative consistency of the values and attributes for the trees with the current literature
on transformation serves to support the decision tree. Of course, the simplicity of the trees results
in accuracies of at most approximately 60%, so there are surely relations amongst attributes not
captured that could improve the accuracy. Realistically, the 12 factors/attributes analyzed in this
study do not represent all of the possible attributes involved in RA transformation. There are many
factors not as easily quantified that possibly affect transformation, such as location of surrounding
phases with respect to the tensile direction, 3D shape of the grain, location of the grain within the
thickness of the material (surface or internal), etc. Further studies will need to be done to quantify
and track trends involving the many attributes not used in this study.
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5

CONCLUSION

DIC for Local Strain - Conclusion
This research has shown that FSD images, obtained via a standard FSD detector or through
EDAX’s PRIAS software, can be successfully used in conjunction with DIC to provide
microstructure-level strain data. Utilizing such an approach allows simultaneous characterization
of the microstructure via EBSD. The surface preparation required for this approach is simply that
for standard EBSD. The ease with which such an approach can be implemented is attractive; the
main purpose of the study was to investigate the limitations of such an approach.
As would be expected from any DIC approach, the resolution of the resultant strain map is
highly dependent upon the size of features visible in the FSD maps. This depends greatly upon the
material characteristics (such as the presence of precipitates). However, it was also observed in
this study that the method of polishing significantly affected the apparent feature size and contrast,
with 2-point autocorrelation analysis confirming that the electropolished sample generally had a
larger regions of similar greyscale values. However, surprisingly, this did not lead to a significant
drop in resolution for DIC obtained from the electropolished sample, indicating that at the critical
feature size for DIC, there was similar topographical complexity as captured by DIC in both sample
preparation methods. In both cases the strain maps resolved strain at approximately 2µm; i.e. subgrain strain localization in the region of grain boundaries or triple junctions was not resolved.
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Increasing the magnification (beyond 8000x) had a marginal effect on the strain map resolution
due to the strong influence of feature size.
DIC tests on an undeformed sample that was displaced between FSD images indicated a
standard deviation of 0.4% strain, providing some indication of the resolution of the method. This
result was affected by a gradient in displacement field that was potentially due to a slightly twisted
sample, combined with the image distortion resulting from a tilted (for EBSD) sample. The same
gradients did not appear for the in-situ deformed samples.
The magnification of the PRIAS images was defined by the EBSD scan step size; even at a
very fine step size (80nm) for typical EBSD, this was equivalent to less than a third of the 8000x
image resolution. Nevertheless, this was adequate for almost equivalent strain map resolution –
again, due to the feature size being larger than this. Furthermore, the ability to obtain strain and
EBSD maps from the same data (i.e. from the EBSD patterns) makes the PRIAS approach very
attractive for accurate and easy overlays of the two datasets.
Another critical issue involves the change in surface topography as the sample is deformed.
As deformation occurs, significant changes to surface features occur, preventing reliable tracking
by the DIC software. In the current study, reasonable strain maps could be obtained up to around
6% tensile strain. If higher strain levels are required, it is possible to restart the DIC (i.e. redefine
the reference feature map as the current FSD image), and produce relative strain maps from the
new starting point.
Additionally, a key limitation to this approach is the desirability of performing the straining
in-situ. If the sample were removed from the microscope between strain steps, several difficulties
arise. Firstly, it can be difficult to obtain FSD images of the same area with the same contrast and
brightness as in prior FSD images, resulting in a loss of correlation capabilities. And secondly, it
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is hard to get the sample into the exact same tilt and rotation position, as for the previous imaging,
after it has been pulled ex-situ. Even small changes in the positioning of the sample can change
the image and introduce pseudo-strains not induced by the actual tensile pull. Therefore, in-situ
tests should be performed when using FSD images to track strain when possible.
Regardless of these limitations, the possibilities of applying this technique to future research
are abundant. Depending on the feature size present in the material, sub-grain resolution strain
maps could be produced to offer new insights into such phenomena as strain partitioning and its
role in material properties, or how phase transformations are influenced by local strain.

Phase Differentiation via Tetragonality - Conclusion
Tetragonality maps based on pseudo-strains measured using cross-correlation based HREBSD, using both kinematically and dynamically produced reference patterns, were generated in
order to distinguish BCC ferrite from BCT martensite in a DP steel. The dynamical reference
patterns produced superior results, with convergence of the solution for 100% of points, compared
to ~90% for kinematical patterns. The dependency of the tetragonality calculations on accurate PC
values adds a significant hurdle for practical application of the approach. Less than 0.5% error for
the PC is required to achieve reasonable tetragonality values, which appears to be unachievable
when using standard EBSD software to analyze steels or other materials with typically reduced
pattern quality. However, the strain minimization approach outlined in this paper appears to
achieve the requirement for the material being studied. While the current study indicates that the
PC optimization method will work well for cubic materials, or for tetragonal materials with random
textures, the accuracy of the method for highly textured tetragonal materials has not been assessed.
For the DP steel studied here, IQ maps generate high contrast between ferrite and martensite
regions, providing a suitable baseline for verifying tetragonality mapping approaches. The volume
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fractions of martensite obtained from the IQ maps align reasonably with manufacturer
measurements (obtained using XRD), although these comparisons depend upon threshold
selection, and therefore only demonstrate accuracy within about 10% volume fraction. The low IQ
areas also generally align with plateaus in SEM images of the etched material, providing further
verification.
Assuming that points with IQ within the first peak of the IQ histogram correspond to
martensite, and the tetragonality values measured by HREBSD of greater than 1% are also
martensite, then dynamically simulated reference patterns provide significantly better alignment
with the IQ results than the kinematically simulated patterns. In a point-by-point comparison the
different approaches gave 83.2% and 66.8% accuracy, respectively. When compared at the grain
level (taking the average tetragonality across a grain as the basis for the comparison), giving 89%
and 83.3% accuracy, respectively. The error in the tetragonality measurement is indicated by the
fact that tetragonality values in the assumed ferrite regions were fairly evenly distributed between
0 and 1%. This may be related to some remaining PC error, along with initial estimates of lattice
orientation provided by EBSD software.
A further indication of the resolution of the approach is provided by estimating the carbon
content within the martensite, and comparing with manufacturer-provided values. If points in the
tail of the tetragonality distribution are ignored as outliers (the single pixel points that associate
with >4% tetragonality), then the carbon content in the two area that were examined (low and high
martensite contents) were 0.11% and 0.19% respectively, compared with a manufacturer declared
value of 0.1%. This aligns with the tetragonality resolution as being approximately 1%, giving an
average error in carbon content of around 0.1%
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Overall, the study demonstrates a promising method for determining an accurate pattern
center, analyzing lattice tetragonality, identifying BCT vs BCC regions, and estimating carbon
content in steels.

Characterization of RA Attributes via Machine Learning - Conclusion
Transformation of RA grains within Q&P 1180 steel was measured using in-situ EBSD
tensile testing, and 12 grain attributes expected to relate to transformation were analyzed using a
J48 decision tree within machine learning to extract the most relevant attributes via two different
attribute selection methods. The decision tree models produced were accurate in predicting
complete, partial, or no transformation 59.0% and 51.8% of the time, nearing twice the accuracy
of the 33% baseline obtained by random guessing. The main attributes considered relevant based
solely on the trees included:
•

RA Grain Area

•

Grain Shape Aspect Ratio

•

Grain Major Axis Orientation

•

“Hardness” value via Taylor Factor

•

Normalized RA Strain
Much of the known literature confirms the importance of these attributes and the role they

have regarding transformation. Among the key findings from the decision trees produced in the
current study, some of the most relevant predicted relationships include the following:
•

More lamellar shaped RA grains (GSAR ≤ 0.29) will transform

•

Larger grains (Area > 0.30µm²) with GSAR > 0.29 tend not to transform
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•

Grains with Major Axis Orientation of 0° or 90° with respect to horizontal tend to transform
more

•

“Harder” grains with higher Taylor Factors do not transform

•

Grains with extreme values of GND content tend to transform more readily
Due to the complexity of the many factors involved in transformation, the 59.0% and 51.8%

accuracy of predicting transformation based on these rules is considered progression towards
building a complete model by identifying factors to focus on and suspected relationships of such,
but is in no way meant to be conclusive. The process of machine learning itself is complex and the
number of options available are limitless. The best results obtained from machine learning
therefore depend greatly on the type of data that is used. As such, it is anticipated that future
research will yield more accurate results, as not only machine learning techniques advance, but
also more thorough material characterization is obtained.

Summary
The complexity surrounding the transformation of RA in TRIP steels continues to be an
ongoing challenge. However, the present work has advanced the capabilities for improved
understanding of the transformation process through several major accomplishments:
•

Local strain maps via DIC based on FSD images obtained simultaneously with EBSD
characterization of microstructure.

•

Cross-correlation based tetragonality measurements to resolve pseudo-symmetry issues
present in phase identification for steels and other materials with similar phases.

•

Analyzing machine learning as a viable approach to identifying and quantifying the most
relevant attributes of RA grains in relation to transformation
78

These contributions not only enhance current understanding, but open the door for further
enhancements and optimization of TRIP steels for improving use of AHSS in all industries.
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